
2018 Primetime Emmy® Awards Ballot

Outstanding Comedy Series

A.P. Bio

Alex, Inc.

Alone Together

American Housewife

Another Period

Arrested Development

Ash vs Evil Dead

Atlanta

Atypical

Ballers

Barry

Baskets

Better Things

The Big Bang Theory

black-ish

Broad City

Brockmire

Brooklyn Nine-Nine

Casual



Champions

Cobra Kai

Corporate

Crashing

Crazy Ex-Girlfriend

Curb Your Enthusiasm

Dear White People

Detectorists

The Detour

Dice

Difficult People

Dirk Gently's Holistic Detective Agency

Disjointed

Divorce

Easy

The End Of The F***ing World

Episodes

Everything Sucks!

Flaked

Fresh Off The Boat

Friends From College

Future Man

Get Shorty



Ghosted

GLOW

The Goldbergs

The Good Place

Grace And Frankie

Great News

grown-ish

Happy!

Haters Back Off!

High Maintenance

Hit The Road

I'm Sorry

Insecure

Jane The Virgin

Kevin Can Wait

LA To Vegas

Lady Dynamite

The Last Man On Earth

The Last O.G.

Life In Pieces

Living Biblically

Loudermilk

Love



Man With A Plan

Marlon

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

The Mick

The Middle

The Mindy Project

Modern Family

Mom

Mozart In The Jungle

New Girl

No Activity

Odd Mom Out

On My Block

One Day At A Time

People Of Earth

Playing House

The Ranch

Room 104

Roseanne

Ryan Hansen Solves Crimes On Television

Santa Clarita Diet

Schitt's Creek

Search Party



Shameless

She's Gotta Have It

Silicon Valley

SMILF

Speechless

Splitting Up Together

Stan Against Evil

Superior Donuts

Superstore

Survivor's Remorse

Sweetbitter

Teachers

This Close

The Tick

Transparent

Tyler Perry's For Better Or Worse

Tyler Perry's Love Thy Neighbor

Tyler Perry's The Paynes

Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt

Vice Principals

Vida

Wet Hot American Summer: Ten Years Later

White Famous



Will & Grace

Wrecked

You Me Her

You're The Worst

Young Sheldon

Younger

End of Category



Outstanding Drama Series

Altered Carbon

The Americans

Animal Kingdom

The Arrangement

Arrow

Being Mary Jane

Berlin Station

Billions

Black Lightning

The Blacklist

Blindspot

Blood Drive

Blue Bloods

The Bold Type

Bosch

The Brave

Bull

Chesapeake Shores

The Chi

Chicago Fire

Chicago Med

Chicago P.D.



Claws

Code Black

Counterpart

Criminal Minds

The Crossing

The Crown

Daytime Divas

DC's Legends Of Tomorrow

Deception

Designated Survivor

The Deuce

The Durrells In Corfu (Masterpiece)

Dynasty

Empire

The Exorcist

The Expanse

Famous In Love

Fear The Walking Dead

The Flash

For The People

The Fosters

Game Of Thrones

The Gifted



Girlfriends

Girlfriends' Guide To Divorce

Good Behavior

The Good Doctor

The Good Fight

Good Girls

Good Witch

Gotham

Greenleaf

Grey's Anatomy

Gypsy

Halt And Catch Fire

The Handmaid's Tale

Hap And Leonard: The Two-Bear Mambo

Hard Sun

Hawaii Five-0

Here And Now

Homeland

How To Get Away With Murder

I'm Dying Up Here

ICE

Imposters

Instinct



Into The Badlands

iZombie

Kevin (Probably) Saves The World

Killing Eve

Kingdom

Knightfall

Krypton

The Last Ship

Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Legion

Lethal Weapon

The Librarians

Loaded

Longmire

Lost In Space

Lucifer

MacGyver

Madam Secretary

The Magicians

Major Crimes

Marvel's Agents Of S.H.I.E.L.D.

Marvel's Inhumans

Marvel's Jessica Jones



Marvel's Runaways

Marvel's The Punisher

Mary Kills People

McMafia

Midnight, Texas

Mindhunter

Mr. Mercedes

Mr. Robot

Narcos

NCIS

NCIS: Los Angeles

NCIS: New Orleans

9-1-1

The Oath

Once Upon A Time

Orange Is The New Black

The Originals

Orphan Black

The Orville

Outlander

Ozark

The Path

Peaky Blinders



Poldark (Masterpiece)

Power

Preacher

Quantico

Queen Of The South

Queen Sugar

Ray Donovan

The Resident

Rise

Riverdale

The Royals

S.W.A.T.

Salvation

Scandal

Scorpion

SEAL Team

Shadowhunters

Shooter

Siren

Sneaky Pete

Snowfall

Star

Star Trek: Discovery



StartUp

Station 19

Step Up: High Water

Stranger Things

Suits

Supergirl

Supernatural

Taken

13 Reasons Why

This Is Us

Timeless

Trust

TURN: Washington's Spies

Tyler Perry's If Loving You Is Wrong

Tyler Perry's The Haves And The Have Nots

UnREAL

Victoria (Masterpiece)

Vikings

The Walking Dead

Westworld

When Calls The Heart

The X-Files



End of Category



Outstanding Limited Series

Alias Grace

November 03, 2017 - November 03, 2017

In 19th-Century Canada, a psychiatrist weighs whether a murderess should be pardoned due to
insanity. Based on Margaret Atwood's novel.

Starring: Sarah Gadon, Edward Holcroft, Anna Paquin, Zachary Levi, Paul Gross, David Cronenberg, Kerr
Logan, Rebecca Liddiard

The Alienist

January 22, 2018 - March 26, 2018

An unflinching psychological thriller amidst the underbelly of New York City’s Gilded Age, The Alienist
follows Dr. Laszlo Kreizler, a brilliant and obsessive Alienist in the controversial new field of treating
mental pathologies, who holds the key to hunting down a never-before-seen ritualistic killer murdering
young boys.

Starring: Daniel Brühl, Luke Evans, Dakota Fanning, Brian Geraghty, Douglas Smith, Matthew Shear,
Matt Lintz, Robert Ray Wisdom, Q'orianka Kilcher, Ted Levine, David Wilmot

American Horror Story: Cult

September 05, 2017 - November 14, 2017

After the surprising results of the 2016 presidential election, a fearful woman's phobias begin to
resurface.

Starring: Sarah Paulson, Evan Peters, Alison Pill, Adina Porter, Billie Lourd, Cheyenne Jackson, Billie
Eichner, Leslie Grossman

American Vandal

September 15, 2017 - September 15, 2017

A high school is rocked by an act of vandalism, but the top suspect pleads innocence and finds an ally in
a filmmaker. A satirical true crime mystery.

Starring: Tyler Alvarez, Griffin Gluck, Jimmy Tatro

The Assassination Of Gianni Versace: American Crime Story

January 17, 2018 - March 21, 2018

The Assassination Of Gianni Versace: American Crime Story profiles spree-killer Andrew Cunanan, whose
cross-country path of destruction earned him a spot on FBI’s 10 Most Wanted List, before his murder of
international fashion icon Gianni Versace on the steps of Versace's South Beach residence in 1997.

Starring: Darren Criss, Edgar Ramírez, Penélope Cruz, Ricky Martin, Finn Wittrock, Cody Fern, Jon Jon
Briones, Judith Light, Joanna Adler



Channel Zero: No-End House

September 20, 2017 - October 25, 2017

Inspired by Brian Russell’s creepypasta tale, Channel Zero: No-End House tells the story of a young
woman named Margot Sleator who visits the No End House, a bizarre house of horrors that consists of a
series of increasingly disturbing rooms. When she returns home, Margot realizes everything has
changed.

Starring: Amy Forsyth, Aisha Dee, Jeff Ward, John Carroll Lynch

Collateral

March 09, 2018 - March 09, 2018

Tracking an elusive killer, stoic detective Kip Glaspie (Carey Mulligan) stumbles into a conspiracy fueled
by xenophobia, intrigue and cold-blooded murder.

Starring: Carey Mulligan, John Simm, Billie Piper, Jeany Spark, Nicola Walker, Nathaniel Martello-White

Comrade Detective

August 04, 2017 - August 04, 2017

Comrade Detective is a gritty, sexy, communist buddy cop show set in 1980s Romania.

Starring: Channing Tatum, Joseph Gordon Levitt, Jenny Slate, Nick Offerman

Genius: Picasso

April 25, 2018 - May 31, 2018

Genius: Picasso stars Antonio Banderas as one of the 20th-Century’s most influential and celebrated
artists, who pushed the boundaries of artistic expression, reinventing our perception of the world.
Genius explores Picasso’s eight decades of groundbreaking innovation intertwined with his tumultuous
personal life.

Starring: Antonio Banderas, Samantha Colley, Poppy Delevingne, TR Knight, Alex Rich, Seth Gabel,
Clémence Poésy

The Girlfriend Experience

November 05, 2017 - December 24, 2017

The Girlfriend Experience is a reimagining of Steven Soderbergh’s 2009 movie and explores the
relationships between exclusive escorts and their clients, for whom they provide far more than just sex.
Known as GFEs, they are women who provide The Girlfriend Experience—emotional and sexual
relationships at a very high price.

Starring: Anna Friel, Louisa Krause, Carmen Ejogo, Narges Rashidi, Morgana Davis, Tunde Adebimpe,
Harmony Korine

Godless

November 22, 2017 - November 22, 2017

A ruthless outlaw terrorizes the West in search of a former member of his gang, who’s found a new life
in a quiet town populated only by women.

Starring: Jeff Daniels, Jack O'Connell, Michelle Dockery, Merritt Wever, Scoot McNairy, Sam Waterston,
Tantoo Cardinal, Thomas Brodie-Sangster



Howards End

April 08, 2018 - April 29, 2018

E.M. Forster’s Howards End is the story of two independent and unconventional sisters and the men in
their lives seeking love and meaning as they navigate an ever-changing world.

Starring: Hayley Atwell, Matthew Macfadyen, Philippa Coulthard, Tracey Ullman, Joseph Quinn, Alex
Lawther, Julia Ormond

The Last Tycoon

July 28, 2017 - July 28, 2017

Based on F. Scott Fitzgerald's unfinished final novel, The Last Tycoon illuminates the passion, violence
and towering ambition of 1930s Hollywood.

Starring: Matt Bomer, Kelsey Grammer, Lily Collins

Law & Order True Crime: The Menendez Murders

September 26, 2017 - November 08, 2017

When the Menendez brothers were tried on national TV for brutally killing their parents, their story
became a national obsession. Now, the first edition of this anthology series delves into the players, the
crime and the media circus, unveiling the truth of what really happened when the cameras stopped
rolling.

Starring: Starring Edie Falco, Gus Halper, Miles Gaston Villaneuva

Little Women

May 13, 2018 - May 20, 2018

Set against the backdrop of the Civil War, the story follows sisters Jo, Meg, Beth and Amy March from
childhood to adulthood. With the help of their mother, Marmee, the girls navigate what it means to be
young women: from sibling rivalry and first love, to loss and marriage.

Starring: Angela Lansbury, Emily Watson, Maya Hawke, Willa Fitzgerald, Annes Elwy, Kathryn Newton,
Jonah Hauer-King, Michael Gambon

The Long Road Home

November 07, 2017 - December 19, 2017

On 4/4/2004, the First Cavalry Division from Fort Hood was ambushed in Sadr City, Baghdad--a day that
came to be known as Black Sunday. Based on Martha Raddatz’s book, The Long Road Home chronicles
their heroic fight for survival, as well as their families' wait on the home front.

Starring: Michael Kelly, Jeremy Sisto, Kate Bosworth, Sarah Wayne Callies, Jason Ritter, Noel Fisher, Jon
Beavers, EJ Bonilla, Jorge Diaz, Ian Quinlan, Darius Homayoun

The Looming Tower

February 28, 2018 - April 18, 2018

Based on the Pulitzer Prize-winning book, The Looming Tower traces the rising threat of Osama Bin
Laden and Al-Qaeda in the late 1990s and how the rivalry between the FBI and CIA during that time may
have inadvertently set the path for the tragedy of 9/11.

Starring: Jeff Daniels, Tahar Rahim, Peter Sarsgaard, Wrenn Schmidt, Bill Camp, Lewis Cancelmi,
Virginia Kull, Ella Rae Peck, Sullivan Jones, Michael Stuhlbarg



Love, Lies And Records

November 20, 2017 - December 25, 2017

Ashley Jensen stars as a modern, working mom in this limited series about the personal and
professional lives of employees at the Leeds Register Office. Working at the Register is no ordinary job -
every day, the team is faced with life's greatest milestones: birth, marriage, and death.

Starring: Ashley Jensen, Adrian Bower, Kenny Doughty, Mark Stanley, Rebecca Front

Manhunt: Unabomber

August 01, 2017 - September 12, 2017

Manhunt: Unabomber is a dramatic retelling of the true story of the FBI’s hunt for the Unabomber, the
deadliest serial bomber in history. The story centers on FBI Agent and Criminal Profiler Jim Fitzgerald,
who pioneered the use of forensic linguistics to identify and ultimately capture the Unabomber, Ted
Kaczynski.

Starring: Sam Worthington, Paul Bettany, Jane Lynch, Keisha Castle-Hughes, Chris Noth, Lynn Collins,
Katja Herbers, Jeremy Bobb, Brian F. O'Byrne, Mark Duplass, Elizabeth Reaser, Brian d'Arcy James,
Trieste Kelly Dunn

Marvel's The Defenders

August 18, 2017 - August 18, 2017

Marvel's The Defenders follows Daredevil AKA Matt Murdock (Charlie Cox), Jessica Jones (Krysten
Ritter), Luke Cage (Mike Colter) and Iron Fist AKA Danny Rand (Finn Jones), a quartet of singular
heroes with one common goal – to save New York City.

Starring: Charlie Cox, Krysten Ritter, Mike Colter, Finn Jones, Elodie Yung, Sigourney Weaver

Mosaic

January 22, 2018 - January 26, 2018

Mosaic, a six-part limited series, explores the psychological underpinnings of love and murder in a small
town, blurring the line between reality and memory.

Starring: Sharon Stone, Jennifer Ferrin, Garrett Hedlund, Devin Ratray, Beau Bridges, Paul Reubens and
Frederic Weller

National Treasure: Kiri

April 04, 2018 - April 04, 2018

Kiri is a young black girl in the process of being adopted by a middle class, white family. We follow
Miriam, as fingers of suspicion and blame point at her and her judgement is questioned, Kiri’s birth
family and foster mother, as they are all thrust into the national limelight. 

Starring: Sarah Lancashire, Lia Williams, Lucian Msamati, Paapa Essiedu, Finn Bennett



Patrick Melrose

May 12, 2018 - June 09, 2018

This five-part limited series based on the acclaimed novels by Edward St. Aubyn tracks Patrick from a
privileged but deeply traumatic childhood in the South of France through severe substance abuse in his
twenties in New York and, ultimately, toward recovery back home in Britain.

Starring: Benedict Cumberbatch, Jennifer Jason Leigh, Hugo Weaving, Anna Madeley, Blythe Danner,
Allison Williams, Pip Torrens, Jessica Raine, Prasanna Puwanarajah, Holliday Grainger, Indira Varma and
Celia Imrie

Picnic At Hanging Rock

May 25, 2018 - May 25, 2018

A reimagining of the iconic Australian novel that plunges us into the mysterious disappearances of three
schoolgirls and their governess on Valentine’s Day, 1900.

Starring: Natalie Dormer, Lily Sullivan, Samara Weaving, Harrison Gilbertson

Rellik

April 13, 2018 - May 18, 2018

Rellik is a twisting thriller that follows Gabriel, a disfigured UK police detective who becomes obsessed
with tracking down the serial killer who left him physically and emotionally scarred after an acid attack.
Rellik begins with the capture of a prime suspect, moving backwards in time to the crime itself.

Starring: Richard Dormer, Jodi Balfour

Seven Seconds

February 23, 2018 - February 23, 2018

The death of a 15-year-old African American boy in Jersey City sets off a police cover-up and a search for
the truth.

Starring: Regina King, Clare-Hope Ashitey, Russell Hornsby, Beau Knapp, Michael Mosley, David Lyons,
Raul Castillo, Patrick Murney

The Sinner

August 02, 2017 - September 20, 2017

The Sinner follows a young mother who commits a startling act of violence and has no idea why. When
an investigator finds himself obsessed with uncovering the woman's buried motive, together they travel
a harrowing journey into the depths of her psyche and the violent secrets hidden in her past.

Starring: Jessica Biel, Bill Pullman, Christopher Abbott, Dohn Norwood, Abigail Miller

The State

September 18, 2017 - September 19, 2017

The State follows four young Britons who leave their lives behind to join ISIS, unmasking the harrowing
reality of life in the radical extremist group. The State provides a raw and authentic look at a pressing
issue of our time.

Starring: Ony Uhiara, Sam Otto, Shavani Cameron, Ryan McKen, Ali Suliman, Amir El-Masry, Haaz
Sleiman



The Terror

March 25, 2018 - May 21, 2018

Inspired by a true story, The Terror centers on the Royal Navy’s perilous voyage into unchartered
territory as the crew attempts to discover the Northwest Passage. Faced with treacherous conditions,
limited resources, dwindling hope and fear of the unknown, the crew is pushed to the brink of
extinction.

Starring: Jared Harris, Tobias Menzies, Paul Ready, Adam Nagaitis, Ciaran Hinds, Nive Nielsen

Top Of The Lake: China Girl

September 10, 2017 - September 12, 2017

When the body of an Asian girl washes up on Bondi Beach, there appears little hope of finding the killer,
until Robin realizes China Girl didn’t die alone.

Starring: Elisabeth Moss, Nicole Kidman, Alice Englert, Gwendoline Christie, Ewen Leslie, David Dencik

Twin Peaks

May 21, 2017 - September 03, 2017

It is happening again.

Starring: Kyle MacLachlan

Unsolved: The Murders Of Tupac And The Notorious B.I.G.

February 27, 2018 - May 01, 2018

A true crime limited series that chronicles the dual police investigations of Detective Greg Kading (Josh
Duhamel) and Detective Russell Poole (Jimmi Simpson) into the controversial murders of two of the rap
industry’s most legendary players, Tupac Shakur and Christopher Wallace.

Starring: Josh Duhamel, Jimmi Simpson, Bokeem Woodbine, Wavyy Jonez, Marcc Rose, Brent Sexton

Waco

January 24, 2018 - February 28, 2018

In February 1993, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (ATF) conducted a raid on a small
religious community near Waco, TX. A 51-day standoff with leader David Koresh and his followers, the
Branch Davidians, ensued and ended after an FBI assault led to a fire that killed 76 people.

Starring: Michael Shannon, Taylor Kitsch, John Leguizamo, Paul Sparks, Andrea Riseborough, Melissa
Benoist, Rory Culkin, Julia Garner

End of Category



Outstanding Television Movie

The Beach House

April 28, 2018

Cara Rudland returns to her home, where she reconnects with her mother Lovie and former love Brett.
When a hurricane hits, Cara helps Lovie save sea turtles from peril and learns life’s real truths: lasting
love requires sacrifice, family is forever and mistakes of the past can be forgiven.

Starring: Minka Kelly, Andie MacDowell, Chad Michael Murray

The Beach Murder (Garage Sale Mystery)

August 06, 2017

Garage sale and mystery aficionado Jennifer Shannon wades into the mystery of Annie Winters’ husband
after he is found dead in the ocean, the apparent victim of a surfing accident. Annie doesn’t believe the
death was accidental, and she relies on Jenn’s detective abilities to solve this seemingly accidental
death.

Starring: Lori Loughlin, Sarah Strange

A Case Of Murder (Garage Sale Mystery)

August 27, 2017

Garage sale shopper extraordinaire and amateur sleuth Jennifer Shannon purchases an old tape
recorder which holds a recording she suspects might be of an actual murder.

Starring: Lori Loughlin, Sarah Strange, Steve Bacic

The Child In Time (Masterpiece)

April 01, 2018

Benedict Cumberbatch stars as Stephen Lewis, a successful writer of children’s books, who is confronted
with the unthinkable: the loss of a child. Stephen and his wife, Julie, are set on diverging paths as both
struggle with grief. Over time, a balance of sorts returns and hope surfaces.

Starring: Benedict Cumberbatch, Kelly Macdonald, Stephen Campbell Moore, Saskia Reeves, Beatrice
White

The Christmas Train

November 25, 2017

Journalist Tom Langdon must get from Washington, D.C. to Los Angeles in time for Christmas. Forced to
take the trip by train, Tom finds himself with a variety of characters who open his eyes to wondrous
possibilities, and the opportunity for love he thought had been forever lost.

Starring: Dermot Mulroney, Kimberly Williams-Paisley, Danny Glover, Joan Cusack

Cocaine Godmother: The Griselda Blanco Story

January 20, 2018

Catherine Zeta-Jones stars in Cocaine Godmother: The Griselda Blanco Story, based on the life of drug
lord Griselda Blanco, a pioneer in the Miami-based cocaine trade.

Starring: Catherine Zeta-Jones, Juan Pablo Espinosa, Jenny Pellicer



The Commuter (Philip K. Dick’s Electric Dreams)

January 12, 2018

Ed's getting tired of his lot in life, but after he encounters a mysterious woman who sets him on a
journey to Macon Heights, a town that doesn't exist, he'll return home to find his life has changed for
the better, but at the ultimate cost.

Starring: Timothy Spall, Anthony Boyle, Rudi Dharmalingam

Dating Is Murder (Hailey Dean Mystery)

October 15, 2017

Attorney turned therapist Hailey Dean is pulled into another investigation when a popular new dating
app links multiple missing person cases from around the city. Reuniting with her old team, Hailey
discovers the potential dangers of online interaction, and must track down a killer before anyone else
gets hurt.

Starring: Kellie Martin, Giacomo Baessato, Viv Leacock, Emily Holmes, Matthew MacCaull, Lucia Walters,
Ben Sullivan, Kieran Sequoia, Toby Levins

Descendants 2

July 21, 2017

A rich story full of adventure and heart, Descendants 2 is the music-driven sequel featuring Mal and the
VKs as they face a new nemesis – Uma, the daughter of Ursula – who threatens to unleash all the
villains imprisoned on the Isle, once and for all.

Starring: Dove Cameron, Cameron Boyce, Sofia Carson, Booboo Stewart

Echoes (Lore)

October 13, 2017

Dr. Walter Freeman is the father of the icepick lobotomy. He believes the ten-minute procedure will all
but end the need for the mental hospital. He has the best of intentions but winds up creating an entirely
new kind of horror story.

Starring: Aaron Mahnke, Colm Feore, Kristen Cloke, Michael Bullard, R. Keith Harris, Judd Lormand,
Peggy Jo Jacobs, Victoria Petrosky

Fahrenheit 451

May 19, 2018

In an alternate tomorrow, fireman Montag burns books for a living. Under the guidance of his mentor
Beatty, Montag represses intellectual thought and battles terrorists who want to preserve freedom,
culture and history. Influenced by renegade Clarisse, Montag begins to question all he believes. Based
on Ray Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451.

Starring: Michael B. Jordan, Michael Shannon, Sofia Boutella

Faith Under Fire: The Antoinette Tuff Story

January 27, 2018

Toni Braxton stars as Antoinette Tuff, a struggling single mom from Georgia who heroically averted a
tragedy, saving hundreds of lives when she convinced a deranged gunman who stormed an elementary
school to surrender.

Starring: Toni Braxton, Trevor Morgan, Malik Yoba, Yaya DaCosta



Flint

October 28, 2017

Flint follows the true story of three women who join forces after discovering that their town’s water is
contaminated, resulting in devastating medical problems for their families. When their claims go
unheeded, they expose the wrongdoings committed by government officials whose carelessness caused
irrevocable harm to its residents.

Starring: Betsy Brandt, Marin Ireland, Jill Scott, Queen Latifah, Rob Morrow

Gently And The New Age (Inspector George Gently)

November 01, 2017

In 1970, Inspector George Gently (Martin Shaw) is retiring on a professional high when he is approached
by a covert police unit with a cold case of a murdered girl. When the investigation leads to a murky web
of political intrigue, Gently and his team are put in mortal danger.

Starring: Martin Shaw, Lee Ingleby, Lisa McGrillis, Richard Harrington

High-Rise Rescue

August 13, 2017

When her family is trapped in a towering inferno with no way down to safety, a determined mother
walks through the fire and flame to save her family at any cost.

Starring: Catherine Bell, Greg Bryk, Adrian Holmes

I Am Elizabeth Smart

November 18, 2017

In June 2002, 14-year-old Elizabeth Smart was abducted from her home by religious fanatic Brian
Mitchell. She was starved, drugged and raped until, nine months later, she enabled her own rescue. In
the film Elizabeth herself explores how she survived and confronts the truths and misconceptions about
her captivity. 

Starring: Alana Boden, Skeet Ulrich, Deirdre Lovejoy, George Newbern

In The Cloud

February 08, 2018

To stop a terrorist bomber, two estranged tech geniuses (Justin Chatwin, Tomiwa Edun) reunite after
the death of their mentor (Gabriel Byrne) to devise a VR technology to extract the terrorist’s memories.
But the clock is ticking on the next bomb.

Starring: Gabriel Byrne, Justin Chatwin, Tomiwa Edun, Laura Fraser, Nora Arnezeder

Instrument Of War

November 23, 2017

When B-24 pilot Clair Cline is shot down and captured, one war ends and another begins -- to keep hope
alive in a Nazi prison camp. To maintain his sanity Clair crafts a violin from bunk slats and makeshift
tools. His homemade violin sparking an unforeseen outcome for the POWs.

Starring: Jack Aston, Andrea Deck, Daniel Betts, Urs Rechin



Kill All Others (Philip K. Dick's Electric Dreams)

January 12, 2018

A man hangs dead from a lamppost, ignored, apparently murdered after a politician running for office
encourages the population toward violence. When one man dares to speak up in protest, he instantly
finds himself to be the new target.

Starring: Mel Rodriguez, Sarah Baker, Jason Mitchell

Last Scene Alive (An Aurora Teagarden Mystery)

January 07, 2018

When a Hollywood film crew comes to shoot in Lawrenceton, and the film’s star is found dead in her
dressing room, crime-solving librarian Aurora Teagarden helps to prove the innocence of mystery writer
Robin Daniels, a man she once dated.

Starring: Candace Cameron Bure, Yannick Bisson, Marilu Henner, Miranda Frigon, Peter Benson

Murder By Text (Garage Sale Mystery)

August 13, 2017

Garage sale and mystery aficionado Jennifer Shannon is pulled into a murder when a famous country
singer’s rehearsal is stalled by the apparent suicide of bass player Lita Merrill. Discovering that a Taser
was used to immobilize Lita before her death, Jenn is skeptical that her death was a suicide.

Starring: Lori Loughlin, Sarah Strange, Steve Bacic, Eva Bourne, Connor Stanhope, Kevin O’Grady, Jay
Brazeau, Gabrielle Miller

Murder Most Medieval (Garage Sale Mystery)

August 20, 2017

Garage sale shopper extraordinaire and amateur sleuth Jennifer Shannon follows the trail of a killer after
discovering a dead body in a suit of armor purchased for her client.

Starring: Lori Loughlin, Michael Shepard, Marnie Termuende, Jonathan Axelrod, Alan Ett, Harvey Kahn

Notes From The Field

February 24, 2018

A film adaptation of the play, Notes From The Field, composed of excerpts from interviews conducted by
Anna Deavere Smith, combines her mastery performing real life characters and an investigation of how
kids living in poverty get pushed out of school and into prison.

Starring: Anna Deavere Smith

Paterno

April 07, 2018

In the aftermath of the Jerry Sandusky sexual abuse scandal, Joe Paterno, the winningest coach in
college football history finds his legacy challenged and is forced to confront questions of personal
culpability and institutional failure in regard to the victims.

Starring: Al Pacino, Riley Keough, Greg Grunberg, Larry Mitchell, Kathy Baker, Annie Parisse



Psych: The Movie

December 07, 2017

Fake psychic detective Shawn Spencer and Burton “Gus” Guster open up their new office in San
Francisco, appropriately (though perhaps awkwardly) named psychphrancisco, and are back in business
solving a case after a mystery assailant targets one of their own.

Starring: James Roday, Dule Hill, Corbin Bernsen, Maggie Lawson, Kirsten Nelson

Reap What You Sew (An Aurora Teagarden Mystery)

April 15, 2018

When DIY video star Poppy Wilson, a longtime family friend of the Teagardens, is found stabbed to
death in the condo she’s been renting from Aurora, Aurora and Real Murders Club cohort Sally Allison
work doggedly to identify the killer, especially since friends and family are among the key suspects.

Starring: Candace Cameron Bure, Lexa Doig, Marilu Henner, Peter Benson

Royal Hearts

April 24, 2018

Kelly, a hopeless romantic in Montana, and her father, Hank, a rancher, receive news that he has
inherited an estate from a faraway land. When they travel there, they discover that Hank has not only
inherited the estate, but the title that goes along with it – King!

Starring: James Brolin, Cindy Busby, Andrew Cooper

Sharknado 5: Global Swarming

August 06, 2017

The mission gets personal for Fin and his bionic wife, April when their son gets trapped in a traveling
‘nado and transported all over the world. Our globetrotting heroes will seek assistance from a highly-
skilled squad of royals, scholars and Olympians in their most epic battle yet.

Starring: Ian Ziering, Tara Reid, Cassandra Scerbo

Story Of A Girl

July 23, 2017

Based on the best-selling YA novel by Sara Zarr, Story Of A Girl, explores a young woman’s coming-of-
age in the digital era, in which mistakes can be preserved on hard drives and cloud servers.

Starring: Ryann Shane, Kevin Bacon, Sosie Bacon, Tyler Johnston, Jon Tenney

The Tale

May 26, 2018

Revisiting a story she wrote at thirteen, a documentary filmmaker (Laura Dern) faces life-altering
questions about her first sexual experience and the elusive nature of memory. The Tale is Jennifer Fox’s
personal memoir examining the journey from denial to truth—and the stories we tell ourselves to
survive.

Starring: Laura Dern, Ellen Burstyn, Jason Ritter, Isabelle Nélisse, Elizabeth Debicki



Twice Upon A Time (Doctor Who)

December 25, 2017

The magical final chapter of the Twelfth Doctor’s (Peter Capaldi) journey sees the Time Lord team up
with his former self, the first ever Doctor (David Bradley) and a returning Bill Potts (Pearl Mackie), for
one last adventure.

Starring: Peter Capaldi, David Bradley, Pearl Mackie

USS Callister (Black Mirror)

December 29, 2017

Capt. Robert Daly presides over his crew with wisdom and courage. But a new recruit will soon discover
nothing on this spaceship is what it seems.

Starring: Jesse Plemons, Cristin Milioti, Michaela Coel, Jimmi Simpson

When Love Kills: The Falicia Blakely Story

August 28, 2017

When Love Kills tells the story of Falicia Blakely, a teen mom and exotic dancer consumed by a fast cash
lifestyle. Falicia soon attracts the attention of pimp and predator, Dino who's empty promises of a better
life together turn her into a pawn of his dangerous and violent games.

Starring: Niatia Lil Mama Kirkland, Lance Gross, Tami Roman

Zombies

February 16, 2018

Zombies is a music and dance-filled story following two star-crossed freshmen - a zombie and a
cheerleader - each outsiders in their unique ways, who befriend each other and work together to show
their high school and community what they can achieve when they embrace their differences.

Starring: Milo Manheim, Meg Donnelly, Trevor Tordjman, Kylee Russell, Carla Jeffery

End of Category



Outstanding Variety Talk Series

@midnight With Chris Hardwick

The Chris Gethard Show

CONAN

The Daily Show With Trevor Noah

Desus & Mero

Full Frontal With Samantha Bee

Good Mythical Morning With Rhett & Link

The Jim Jefferies Show

Jimmy Kimmel Live!

Last Call With Carson Daly

Last Week Tonight With John Oliver

The Late Late Show With James Corden

Late Night With Seth Meyers

The Late Show With Stephen Colbert

The Opposition w/ Jordan Klepper

Real Time With Bill Maher

The Rundown With Robin Thede

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon

Trixie & Katya

Watch What Happens Live With Andy Cohen

Wyatt Cenac's Problem Areas



End of Category



Outstanding Variety Sketch Series

All Def Comedy

At Home With Amy Sedaris

Comedy Central Stand-Up Presents

Drunk History

50 Central

The Hollywood Puppet Sh!tshow

Hood Adjacent

I Love You, America With Sarah Silverman

The Joel McHale Show With Joel McHale

Kevin Hart Presents The Next Level

Nathan For You

Portlandia

The President Show

Saturday Night Live

The Standups

This Is Not Happening

Tosh.0

Tracey Ullman's Show

Whose Line Is It Anyway?

End of Category



Outstanding Variety Special (Live)

53rd Academy Of Country Music Awards

April 15, 2018

53rd Academy Of Country Music Awards was hosted by Reba McEntire. The show’s performances
included Kenny Chesney, Jason Aldean, Keith Urban, Lady Antebellum, Florida Georgia Line and Kelsea
Ballerini.

2017 American Music Awards

November 19, 2017

The 2017 American Music Awards showcased the year’s biggest names in music. Diana Ross received the
Lifetime Achievement Award and Pink and Kelly Clarkson teamed up for the first time ever to honor the
victims and first responders of the many tragedies of 2017. Hosted by Tracee Ellis Ross.

2018 Billboard Music Awards

May 20, 2018

2018 Billboard Music Awards was hosted by Kelly Clarkson and featured performances by Ariana Grande,
Camila Cabello, Christina Aguilera, Demi Lovato, Shawn Mendes & Khalid featuring the Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School Show Choir and a performance by Billboard Icon Award recipient Janet
Jackson.

Boston Pops Fireworks Spectacular

July 04, 2017

The Boston Pops Fireworks Spectacular is one of the country’s premier Independence Day celebrations.
Keith Lockhart and the Boston Pops are joined by singers Melissa Etheridge, Andy Grammer, and
Hamilton star Leslie Odom Jr. live from the Esplanade.

Christmas In Rockefeller Center

November 29, 2017

Christmas In Rockefeller Center kicks off the holidays with the lighting of the iconic tree in the heart of
New York City. Performances by Jennifer Nettles, Leslie Odom Jr., Pentatonix, Gwen Stefani and The
Tenors, and more. Savannah Guthrie, Hoda Kotb and Al Roker host.

A Christmas Story Live!

December 17, 2017

Ralphie Parker spends most of his time dodging a bully and dreaming of his ideal Christmas gift, a Red
Ryder air rifle. Frequently at odds with his cranky dad but comforted by his doting mother, Ralphie
struggles to make it to Christmas Day with his glasses and his hopes intact.

Deep From The Heart: The One America Appeal Concert

October 21, 2017

A benefit concert headlined by former U.S. Presidents: Jimmy Carter, George H. W. Bush, Bill
Clinton, George W. Bush, and Barack Obama with musical guests to help raise funds for those
devastated by Hurricane Harvey, Irma and Maria. Surprise guest Lady Gaga performs. This event
celebrates us as one America.



Dick Clark's New Years Rockin' Eve 2018 With Ryan Seacrest

December 31, 2017

The iconic New Year’s celebration was held live from Times Square. Highlights included the midnight
countdown by Ryan Seacrest with Jenny McCarthy, live performances by Camila Cabello, Nick Jonas,
Sugarland and Mariah Carey and coverage of the Times Square crowd ringing in the New Year.

Earth Live

July 09, 2017

Hosted by Jane Lynch and Phil Keoghan, Earth Live gives viewers access to key locations across six
continents as world-renowned cinematographers use cutting-edge technology to showcase a number of
wildlife firsts.

George Lopez: The Wall – Live! From Washington, D.C.

August 05, 2017

Airing live from Washington D.C., George Lopez stars in his stand-up special. Not one to shy away from
current, hot-button issues, Lopez offers his unique take on raising kids, mortality, immortality,
reflections on his childhood and the 45th president’s pledge to build a border wall between the U.S. and
Mexico.

The 75th Annual Golden Globe Awards

January 07, 2018

The 75th Annual Golden Globe Awards, held live from the Beverly Hilton Hotel, was hosted by Seth
Meyers, and honored the year’s best in television and motion pictures, including an impassioned
acceptance speech by Oprah Winfrey, the Cecil B. DeMille Honoree.

60th Annual Grammy Awards

January 28, 2018

The Grammys celebrated our 60th Anniversary with a return to New York’s Madison Square Garden and a
show that ran the gamut from hip hop (Kendrick) to pop (Bruno Mars) to Broadway (Ben Platt and Patti
Lupone) and a spectacular remote from the Statue of Liberty with U2.

Hand In Hand: A Benefit For Hurricane Relief

September 12, 2017

Hand In Hand: A Benefit For Hurricane Relief was a live variety event to aid those affected by Hurricane
Harvey, Irma and Maria. The celebrity studded telethon, in partnership with Comic Relief brought the
country together to raise funds, spirits and helped rebuild the unprecedented devastation.

J Lo Super Saturday Night

February 03, 2018

A once-in-a-lifetime concert from the global music superstar during Super Bowl Week in Minneapolis, MN
the night before the Big Game!



Jesus Christ Superstar Live In Concert

April 01, 2018

Jesus Christ Superstar aired live Easter Sunday as a concert staging of Tim Rice and Andrew Lloyd
Webber's rock musical, starring John Legend as Jesus Christ, Sara Bareilles as Mary Magdalene, Brandon
Victor Dixon as Judas and Alice Cooper as King Herod.

Macy's Fourth Of July Fireworks Spectacular

July 04, 2017

Macy's Fourth Of July Fireworks Spectacular featured some of the biggest names in music including
Jennifer Lopez, Lady Antebellum, Sheryl Crow, Brad Paisley, Charlie Puth and Hailee Steinfeld in a
countdown to the 41st annual firework display over the East River.

The 66th Miss Universe® Competition

November 26, 2017

Over 90 women from around the world compete for the title of Miss Universe in this Live three-hour
competition special hosted by Steve Harvey. Featuring live performances and competition elements,
this global television event incorporates a real time, worldwide fan vote of 100+ million votes to crown
the winner.

2017 MTV Video Music Awards

August 27, 2017

The 2017 VMAs returned to the west coast last year at The Forum in Inglewood, California. The show
opened with Kendrick Lamar and Pink accepted her Video Vanguard award with a powerful speech about
individuality and self-acceptance inspired by her daughter Willow, reminding those watching to be their
true selves.

NBA Awards 2017

June 26, 2017

The NBA Awards is the official award show of the National Basketball Association. The 2017 NBA Awards
were hosted by Drake, featuring the league’s top awards, special moments with players and celebrities,
and a musical performance by Nicki Minaj.

Night Of Too Many Stars: America Unites For Autism Programs

November 18, 2017

Jon Stewart hosts comedy all-stars fundraising for autism schools and services through unique auctions,
sketches, stand-up and music. Featuring Chris Rock, Stephen Colbert, Samantha Bee, John Oliver, Olivia
Munn, Adam Sandler, Robert DeNiro, Ben Stiller, Abbi Jacobson, Ilana Glazer, John Mulaney, Michelle
Wolf, Hasan Minhaj, Carly Fleishmann and many more.

One Voice Somos Live! A Concert for Disaster Relief

October 14, 2017

Marc Anthony, Jennifer Lopez and Alex Rodriguez have joined forces to present the special benefit
concert telecast One Voice Somos Live! A Concert for Disaster Relief.



The Oscars

March 04, 2018

A three-and-a-half hour global broadcast, honoring actors and filmmakers, hosted by Jimmy Kimmel,
televised in the U.S. and more than 100 countries from Austria to Uruguay, featuring 24 awards from
sound editing to best picture.

The Red Nose Day Special

May 24, 2018

Chris Hardwick hosts a star-studded night of fun-raising to help impoverished kids around the world.

24th Annual Screen Actors Guild Awards®

January 21, 2018

The 24th Annual SAG Awards® hosted by Kristen Bell, put women in the spotlight while saluting the
year’s finest film and television performances. Of the top industry honors presented to actors, only the
SAG Awards are selected entirely by performers’ peers in SAG-AFTRA.

7th Annual Streamy Awards

September 26, 2017

Jon Cozart hosts—and roasts—the 7th Annual Streamy Awards, honoring the best in online video and
the creators behind it. Broadcast Live from The Beverly Hilton, the Streamys brings together the biggest
stars from YouTube and social media for a night of celebration, discovery, and meaningful recognition.

Super Bowl LII Halftime Show Starring Justin Timberlake

February 04, 2018

Super Bowl 52 Halftime Show Starring Justin Timberlake as he performed many of his Greatest Hits. As
Justin moved to 8 different positions within the Stadium he was joined by his band, a 300 member
marching band and over 800 dancers, culminating with him among the fans in the stands.

A Very Pentatonix Christmas

November 27, 2017

Celebrate the holidays with Reba McEntire, Kelly Clarkson and the Grammy-winning group in A Very
Pentatonix Christmas Special.

Weekend Update Summer Edition #2

August 17, 2017

George Washington (Jimmy Fallon) and Thomas Jefferson (Seth Meyers) discuss Trump's comments
comparing the former Presidents to slave owners. Neil Degrasse Tyson (Kenan Thompson) gives tips on
how to enjoy a solar eclipse. Tina Fey reacts to Charlottesville and offers a plan for future protests,
Sheetcaking.

WrestleMania 34

April 08, 2018

Brock Lesnar and Roman Reigns end their vicious rivalry in a Universal Championship Match. Will The
Undertaker accept John Cena’s challenge for one last match? WWE Champion AJ Styles defends his title
against Royal Rumble winner Shinsuke Nakamura. The Showcase of the Immortals returns to a sold-out
Superdome.



End of Category



Outstanding Variety Special (Pre-Recorded)

AFI Life Achievement Award: A Tribute To Diane Keaton

June 15, 2017

Steve Martin and Martin Short host the AFI Tribute to Diane Keaton, the nation’s highest honor for a
career in film. Featuring Meryl Streep, Reese Witherspoon, Emma Stone, Sarah Silverman, Warren
Beatty, Jane Fonda, Morgan Freeman, an emotional reunion with Al Pacino and an unprecedented LA
appearance by Woody Allen.

Ali Siddiq: It’s Bigger Than These Bars

February 23, 2018

Ali Siddiq began his comedy career in the Texas state penitentiary system, where he served six years
for drug trafficking. Years later, his one-hour special, Ali Siddiq: It’s Bigger Than These Bars, finds him
back in behind bars, performing stand-up and interviewing inmates at Bell County Jail in Belton, Texas.

Ali Wong: Hard Knock Wife

May 13, 2018

Two years after the hit Baby Cobra, Ali Wong is back with another baby bump -- and a torrent of
hilarious truths about marriage and motherhood.

Amelia Earhart: In Her Own Words

April 04, 2018

Roberta Bassin performs her one woman show of the life of aviator Amelia Earhart on stage filmed
before a live audience, question and answer session with the audience, concluding with the Amelia's
poem Courage followed by attendee's comments.

Andrew Rannells in Concert (Live From Lincoln Center)

May 11, 2018

Best known for his Tony-nominated, Grammy-winning performance in The Book of Mormon and as Elijah
in Lena Dunham's Girls, this irrepressible performer brings his superb vocal prowess and wry wit to
songs ranging from Stephen Sondheim’s No More to Bruce Springsteen’s Born To Run.

Ari Shaffir: Double Negative

July 18, 2017

Wry, yet thoughtful, comedian Ari Shaffir brings his edgy humor to two fast-paced stand-up specials
about children and adulthood.

Barbra: The Music... The Mem'ries... The Magic!

November 22, 2017

Iconic songstress Barbra Streisand culminates her 13-city tour in Miami with dazzling ballads, Broadway
standards and stories from behind the scenes.

Brad Paisley's Comedy Rodeo

August 15, 2017

Country music star Brad Paisley hosts a night of music and laughs with comics Nate Bargatze, John
Heffron, Jon Reep, Sarah Tiana and Mike E. Winfield.



Brian Regan: Nunchucks And Flamethrowers

November 21, 2017

Brian Regan takes relatable family humor to new heights as he talks board games, underwear elastic
and looking for hot dogs in all the wrong places.

BroadwayHD Presents: Noël Coward's Present Laughter

September 07, 2017

Starring Kevin Kline, Present Laughter is a Noël Coward backstage comedy that follows a self-obsessed
actor in a mid-life crisis, juggling his considerable talent, ego, and libido. Also starring Kate Burton,
Kristine Nielsen, and Cobie Smulders in her Broadway debut.

Bruno Mars: 24K Magic Live At The Apollo

January 26, 2018

Bruno Mars premieres his first primetime television special, taped at the legendary Apollo Theater, with
an epic performance atop the landmark marquee and exhilarating, never-before-seen stage
performances throughout the broadcast. Mars and his band the Hooligans also take to the streets,
singing and entertaining locals in exciting, intimate, must-see moments.

The Carney Awards

December 02, 2017

The only award show to honor outstanding achievement in character acting. Named after Art Carney,
character actors provide the fabric and texture of every film and television show regardless of whether
they play the lead or a character with just a couple of lines. They are truly illustrious and unforgettable.

Carol Burnett Show 50th Anniversary Special

December 03, 2017

50th Anniversary of the iconic Carol Burnett Show, fellow cast members Vicki Lawrence and Lyle
Waggoner and celebrity fans in Amy Poehler, Stephen Colbert, Maya Rudolph, and more join Carol to
revisit the famous sketches, guest stars, and unforgettable bloopers that made the show a true pioneer
of sketch comedy.

Carpool Karaoke Primetime Special 2018

April 23, 2018

James Corden’s annual Primetime Special, featuring a brand new Carpool Karaoke with Christina
Aguilera (and special guest Melissa McCarthy), a Sound of Music Crosswalk: the Musical with Allison
Janney, Anna Faris, Kunal Nayyar and Iain Armitage, as well as highlights from the last year.

Chris D'Elia: Man On Fire

June 27, 2017

Unbridled comic Chris D'Elia reconsiders his approach to major life events like marriage, not having kids
and buying pants for your friends.



Chris Rock: Tamborine

February 14, 2018

Chris Rock takes the stage in Brooklyn for a comedy special filled with searing observations on
fatherhood, infidelity and American politics.

Christina P: Mother Inferior

October 10, 2017

Christina Pazsitzky hits Seattle with a biting dose of reality, telling truths about childhood, getting older
and the horrors of giving birth.

Craig Ferguson: Tickle Fight

December 05, 2017

Cheeky comic Craig Ferguson keeps it casual as he discusses '70s porn, Japanese toilets and his mildy-
crime-filled days as a talk show host.

The Daily Show's The Yearly Show 2017

December 18, 2017

Trevor Noah and the World's Fakest News Team hit the Gramercy Theatre to look back at the biggest
events of 2017 in news, sports and pop culture.

Dave Chappelle: Equanimity

December 31, 2017

Chappelle talks growing up poor, upsetting fans and catching heat after Trump's election in an
unflinching stand-up set filmed in Washington, D.C.

Def Comedy Jam 25

September 26, 2017

Giants of stand-up come together to commemorate the 25th anniversary of Russell Simmon's
groundbreaking Def Comedy Jam.

DeRay Davis: How To Act Black

November 14, 2017

Dynamic comic DeRay Davis hits the stage like a ball of fire, nailing the finer points of living, dating and
handling show business as a black man.

Dirty Computer: An Emotion Picture By Janelle Monáe

April 26, 2018

A story of a young woman named Jane 57821 living in a totalitarian near-future society where citizens
are referred to as computers. The Emotion Picture explores what happens to life, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness when mind and machines merge, and when the government chooses fear over freedom.

Drunk History Christmas Special

November 28, 2017

George Washington crosses the Delaware, Charles Dickens publishes A Christmas Carol, and Teddy
Roosevelt's children bring Christmas trees back to the White House.



Elton John: I'm Still Standing - A Grammy Salute

April 10, 2018

The Recording Academy celebrated 50 years of the songwriting team of Elton John and Bernie Taupin
with an all star special that featured 16 of their greatest hits interpreted by the likes of Lady Gaga, Ed
Sheeran, John Legend, Miley Cyrus, Little Big Town and many more.

Essence Black Women In Hollywood Awards

March 03, 2018

The 11th annual Essence Black Women In Hollywood Awards honors the accomplishments and influence
of Black Panther star Danai Gurira, writer/actress Lena Waithe, actress Tiffany Haddish and
actress/activist Tessa Thompson. For over a decade, the celebration has honored Hollywood’s African-
American female visionaries, both in front of the camera and behind-the-scenes.

The Fake News With Ted Nelms

November 13, 2017

A news show with topical humor parodying shows such as CNN and MSNBC, diving further into the
absurd of the 24 hour news cycle.

Falsettos (Live From Lincoln Center)

October 27, 2017

This musical theater landmark offers a hilarious and poignant look at middle-class family dynamics
revolving around the life of a gay man, his wife, his lover, his soon to be bar mitzvahed son, their
psychiatrist, and the lesbians next door. Starring Christian Borle, Stephanie J. Block, and Andrew
Rannells.

Felipe Esparza: Translate This

September 30, 2017

Best-known for his raw and real comedy style that’s relatable to audiences everywhere, comedian Felipe
Esparza stars in this stand-up comedy special, finding humor in his experience as an immigrant in the
U.S., a single dad and now as a married man in a culturally-blended family.

Finding Frances (Nathan For You)

November 09, 2017

Nathan attempts to help a Bill Gates impersonator reunite with his long-lost love.

First Nations Comedy Experience: The Ladies Of Native Comedy

March 16, 2018

First ever Native American Stand-up Comedy TV special featuring the Ladies Of Native Comedy. Starring
Deanna MAD, Teresa Choyguha, and Adrianne Chalepah.

Foo Fighters Live At The Acropolis (Landmarks Live In Concert)

November 10, 2017

The Foo Fighters travel to Greece with host Chad Smith and perform the first rock concert ever at the
iconic Acropolis in the 2500 year old Odeon of Herodes Atticus Theatre.



Fred Armisen: Standup For Drummers

February 06, 2018

For an audience of drummers, comedian Fred Armisen shares and demonstrates his thoughts on
musical genres, drummer quirks, regional accents and more.

Full Frontal With Samantha Bee Presents: The Great American* Puerto Rico (*It's
Complicated)

March 28, 2018

Full Frontal travels to Puerto Rico to see how Americans are doing post-Hurricane Maria…and to remind
our government that Puerto Ricans are Americans! Highlights include special guest appearances,
adventures with our correspondents, and unforgettable stories from inspiring Puerto Rican citizens
who’ve endured the longest blackout in US history.

Gad Elmaleh: American Dream

March 06, 2018

In his first English-language special, Gad Elmaleh gleefully digs into America's food obsessions, dating
culture, slang and more.

The Golden Globes 75th Anniversary Special

December 13, 2017

The Golden Globes 75th Anniversary Special was a two-hour salute to the history of the Golden Globes
includes the best emotional, humorous and memorable moments. Hosted by Debra Messing and Eric
McCormack.

Greg Davies: You Magnificent Beast

April 10, 2018

British comedian Greg Davies revisits terrifying dates, manscaping disasters, his father's pranks and
more in a savagely funny stand-up special.

Gwen Stefani's You Make It Feel Like Christmas

December 12, 2017

Gwen Stefani's You Make It Feel Like Christmas is a modern take on the traditional Christmas specials
that we all grew up with and love. Featuring musical performances and fun holiday sketches, this one-
hour primetime special captures Stefani's infectious spirit and iconic style.

Hari Kondabolu: Warn Your Relatives

May 08, 2018

Hari Kondabolu breaks down identity politics, celebrity encounters, his mango obsession and more in an
unpredictable stand-up comedy special.

Hollywood Game Night Red Nose Day Special

May 24, 2018

Hollywood Game Night joined in on the Red Nose Day celebration with some of the biggest names in
entertainment to raise money to end child poverty while having a little fun. Kelly Clarkson, Sean Hayes,
Jack Black, Chelsea Handler, Isla Fisher, Sarah Silverman, Sasheer Zamata and Cedric the Entertainer
competed.



I Came Up With Christmas: A President Show Christmas

November 30, 2017

The president celebrates Christmas (a holiday he created) with the first ever TV Christmas special. A
cavalcade of guests stop by the oval office where Trump teaches them the most important lesson of all
– he’s a disaster and he’s never going to change. 

Indecent (Great Performances)

November 17, 2017

Indecent is the story of the controversial 1923 Broadway debut of Sholem Asch’s God of Vengeance. A
lesbian love story with Jewish characters, Sholem’s play was banned for obscenity in New York. This play
with music is a riveting look at an explosive moment in theatrical history. Starring Katrina Lenk.

Jack Whitehall: At Large

October 24, 2017

Comedian Jack Whitehall takes the stage to tell stories about drinking, drugs, a Google Maps van and
his ongoing rivalry with Robert Pattinson.

James Acaster: Repertoire

March 27, 2018

Offbeat comic James Acaster covers the strange, the mundane, and everything in between in this
collection of four wide-ranging stand-up specials.

Jeff Dunham: Relative Disaster

September 12, 2017

Ventriloquist Jeff Dunham brings his rude and slightly demented posse of puppets to Ireland for a
gleeful skewering of family and politics.

Jerry Seinfeld: Jerry Before Seinfeld

September 19, 2017

Jerry Seinfeld returns to the club that gave him his start in the 1970s, mixing iconic jokes with stories
from his childhood and early days in comedy.

Joe Mande's Award-Winning Comedy Special

July 25, 2017

Stand-up comic Joe Mande aims for critical adulation with his special that covers dating shows, Shark
Tank, Jewish summer camp and much more.

John Mellencamp - Plain Spoken, From The Chicago Theatre

February 01, 2018

Part concert film, part documentary, this is a self-narrated musical odyssey that paints an intimate
portrait of the celebrated songwriter.



John Mulaney: Kid Gorgeous At Radio City

May 01, 2018

John Mulaney relays stories from his childhood and SNL, eviscerates the value of college and laments
getting older in this electric comedy special.

Judah Friedlander: America Is The Greatest Country In The United States

October 31, 2017

Deadpan comic and self-proclaimed world champion Judah Friedlander performs over several nights in
New York, explaining why America is No. 1.

Judd Apatow: The Return

December 12, 2017

Judd Apatow returns to stand-up comedy after 25 years, riffing on living with three women, amusing
moments from his career and much more.

Katt Williams: Great America

January 16, 2018

The King of underground comedy delivers unflinching riffs on the American political climate, racial
tensions, sex and his disdain for roast beef.

The Kennedy Center Honors

December 26, 2017

The Kennedy Center Honors, one of the classiest shows on television, let its hair down and filled the
Opera House with some electrifying performances honoring LL Cool J, Gloria Estefan and Lionel Richie,
recreated the sets of Norman Lear's shows, and created a beautiful dance tribute to Carmen Da
Lavallade

Kevin James: Never Don't Give Up

April 24, 2018

He may be a very big star, but he's still a down-to-earth guy and a normal dad. Just don't tell him you're
lactose intolerant.

La Traviata (Great Performances At The Met)

August 25, 2017

Soprano Sonya Yoncheva offers a heartrending performance as Violetta, the noble courtesan at the
center of Verdi’s beloved tragedy. Michael Fabiano is her ardent lover Alfredo, with baritone Thomas
Hampson as his stern father Germont. Nicola Luisotti conducts an energetic performance of Willy
Decker’s spare yet evocative staging.

2017 LOGO Trailblazer Honors

June 23, 2017

Trailblazer Honors is an annual event that celebrates the pioneers who have broken new ground in the
quest for LGBT civil rights. Last year, Will & Grace creators Max Mutchnick and David Kohan were
recognized in celebration of the show’s legendary characters who paved the way for LGBTQ programs
today.



Lynne Koplitz: Hormonal Beast

August 22, 2017

Unabashed comedian Lynne Koplitz offers a woman's take on being crazy, the benefits of childlessness
and the three things all mean really want.

Make America Great-A-Thon: A President Show Special

April 03, 2018

The president can't convince anyone to pay for his twisted list of priorities so he decides to raise the
money by hosting a telethon. The Make America Great-A-Thon combines Donald Trump's love of
television with his passion for taking people's money.

Marc Maron: Too Real

September 05, 2017

Battle-scarrred stand-up comedian Marc Maron unleashes a storm of ideas about meditation, mortality,
documentary films and our weird modern world.

Marlon Wayans: Woke-ish

February 27, 2018

Rollicking, outrageous and audacious, Marlon Wayans gets raw on racism, age-appropriate rap rhymes,
gay rights, raising kids and even the Kardashians.

Maz Jobrani: Immigrant

August 01, 2017

Iranian American comic Maz Jobrani lights up the Kennedy Center with riffs on immigrant life in the
Trump era, modern parenting pitfalls and more.

Michelle Wolf: Nice Lady

December 02, 2017

Comedian Michelle Wolf deftly tackles a wide range of topics from her surprising thoughts on feminism,
the environment and how nature is sexist to the mystery surrounding public bathrooms, why Hilary
Clinton could not be a nice lady and more of life’s everyday absurdities.

Movies for Grownups Awards With AARP The Magazine (Great Performances)

February 23, 2018

Featuring a special career achievement award presentation for Helen Mirren and hosted by Tony Award-
winning actor Alan Cumming, AARP The Magazine's Movies for Grownups Awards celebrate and
encourage films with unique appeal to movie lovers with a grownup state of mind and the inspiring
artists who make them.

Nas Live From The Kennedy Center: Classical Hip-Hop (Great Performances)

February 02, 2018

Two decades after the album Illmatic’s critically acclaimed release, Nas teams with the National
Symphony Orchestra at the Kennedy Center, Washington DC to stage a symphonic rendition of his
debut album, one of the most revered in hip-hop, in this program that includes backstage footage and
interviews with Nas.



Natasha Leggero And Moshe Kasher: The Honeymoon Stand Up Special

April 17, 2018

Impending parenthood does funny things to Natasha Leggero and Moshe Kasher, who dissect family,
relationships and more.

NBC's Coverage Of The XXIII Olympic Winter Games Opening Ceremony

February 09, 2018

NBC captured the breathtaking beauty, technical wonder and political drama of the history-making
Opening Ceremony of the Pyeongchang Olympics, as the world gathered together at a pivotal moment
on the Korean Peninsula, highlighted by athletes from South and North Korea marching together under
a unified flag.

Norma (Great Performances At The Met)

January 26, 2018

In the tour-de-force title role, soprano Sondra Radvanovsky wows in Sir David McVicar’s fiery new
production, opposite mezzo-soprano Joyce DiDonato as the fragile priestess Adalgisa. Tenor Joseph
Calleja is Pollione, the Roman proconsul who comes between Norma and Adalgisa, with bass Matthew
Rose as the warrior Oroveso. Carlo Rizzi conducts.

Oh, Hello On Broadway

June 13, 2017

Radical Media

One Night Only: Alec Baldwin

July 09, 2017

Alec Baldwin is honored in an exclusive black tie evening full of comedic tributes, candid personal
stories and a few surprises.

Patton Oswalt: Annihilation

October 17, 2017

By turns scathing and candid, Patton Oswalt reflects on the glut of comic material in the Trump era and
the dark days following a personal tragedy.

Ricky Gervais: Humanity

March 13, 2018

In his first special in seven years, Ricky Gervais slings his trademark snark at celebrity, mortality and a
society that takes everything personally.

2018 Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame Induction Ceremony

May 05, 2018

With heartfelt speeches and once-in-a lifetime musical performances and collaborations, the 33rd
annual Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame Induction Ceremony celebrates 2018’s honorees: Bon Jovi, The Moody
Blues, Nina Simone, The Cars, Sister Rosetta Tharpe, and Dire Straits.



Rodney Carrington: Here Comes The Truth

October 03, 2017

Raunchy country comic and musician Rodney Carrington jokes and sings about life in his 40s, poking fun
at sex, relationships and gaining weight.

Rory Scovel Tries Stand-Up For The First Time

June 20, 2017

Comedian Rory Scovel storms the stage in Atlanta, where he shares unfocused thoughts about things
that mystify him, relationships and the Thong Song.

Russell Howard: Recalibrate

December 19, 2017

Self-deprecating comic Russell Howard plows ahead through politics, porn, social media and his own
shortcomings. Yet he somehow keeps it positive.

Ryan Hamilton: Happy Face

August 29, 2017

Small-town import Ryan Hamilton charms New York with folksy comic observations on big-city life, hot-
air ballooning and going to Disney World alone.

Seth Rogen's Hilarity For Charity

April 06, 2018

Seth Rogen and friends combine stand-up, sketches and music for an outrageous comedy special that
could only come from the mind of Seth.

Steve Martin & Martin Short: An Evening You Will Forget For The Rest Of Your Life

May 25, 2018

Comedy icons Steve Martin and Martin Short team up for musical sketches and conversations about
their legendary lives in show business and stand-up.

Taraji's White Hot Holidays

December 14, 2017

Taraji's White Hot Holidays is the third annual music and variety special, hosted by Taraji P. Henson. The
one-hour special featured renditions of classic and modern day holiday songs by entertainment
superstars, comedic short films and sketch comedy.

Tiffany Haddish: She Ready! From The Hood To Hollywood!

August 18, 2017

Filmed at the Nate Holden Performing Arts Center, Tiffany Haddish takes the stage in her hometown of
Los Angeles to tackle subjects ranging from her early days in foster care and being bullied on the
playground, to getting revenge on ex-boyfriends and introducing Will and Jada Pinkett Smith to
Groupon.



Tig Notaro Happy To Be Here

May 28, 2018

Comedian Tig Notaro unleashes her inner prankster in a playful stand-up special packed with funny
anecdotes, parenting confessions and more.

Tim & Faith: Soul2Soul

November 17, 2017

A music documentary highlighting live performances from Tim McGraw and Faith Hill's 2017 Soul2Soul
world tour, as well as an intimate look inside their relationship. Never before seen interviews are
presented along side behind-the-scenes footage, capturing their chemistry on and off the stage.

Todd Barry: Spicy Honey

December 26, 2017

With bone-dry wit, stand-up comic Todd Barry dissects texting emergencies, Hitler's taste in wine,
pricey soap, cheap pizza and much more.

Todd Glass: Act Happy

January 23, 2018

Try to keep up as comedian Todd Glass delivers rapid-fire stand-up that bounces from his heart attack
to his coming out to how to eat a Kit Kat.

Tom Segura: Disgraceful

January 12, 2018

Tom Segura gives voice to the sordid thoughts you'd never say out loud, with blunt musings on porn,
parking lot power struggles, parenthood and more.

Trevor Moore: The Story Of Our Times

April 20, 2018

Trevor Moore's special finds him struggling through an insufferable brunch with his girlfriend and her
friends as they discuss pop culture and hot-button issues. Naturally, he can't stop himself from
expressing his own views on the topics through a series of songs and music videos.

2 Dope Queens: New York

February 02, 2018

2 Dope Queens, featuring Jessica Williams and Phoebe Robinson tapes before a live audience at
Brooklyn’s King Theatre. These fun and fearless queens dish on Cocoa Khaleesis, dating white baes, sex,
New York living, which borough has the best pizza and so much more.

2017 VH1 Hip Hop Honors: '90s Game Changers

September 18, 2017

After honoring legendary women in hip hop last year, Hip Hop Honors returned to celebrate the golden
era of hip hop: the 1990s. Host Regina Hall brought us through the major television, music video and
collaboration moments that brought hip hop into the mainstream.



The Wonderful World Of Disney: Magical Holiday Celebration

November 30, 2017

A star-studded cast celebrates the holiday season in a Disney-themed magical holiday party, hosted by
Julianne Hough, Nick Lachey and Jesse Palmer. The two-hour special features incredible and unique
castle lightings from Disney Parks around the world and exclusive performances by Idina Menzel, Kristin
Bell, Ciara, Darius Rucker and more.

End of Category



Outstanding Short Form Comedy Or Drama Series

The Accidental Wolf

Two strangers in distress are linked by a late-night call. A fleeting moment becomes a lasting
connection as one woman risks her life to prove the other had one. Searching for closure, clawing for
truth, she finds purpose in the hunt and peace as the hunted.

The Adventures Of The Gray Hat Hacker

The Gray Hat Hacker protects the dark web from black hat hackers. When a human enters the dark web,
Gray deals with something no program has ever had to deal with, emotions. Two worlds that should
never meet. Gray embraces emotions while using his training to protect the world.

Ahamed's Ramadan Diary

Ahamed Weinberg is a Muslim man with a Jewish last name who's navigating life and love while fasting
for Ramadan.

aka Wyatt Cenac

Wyatt Cenac stars in this new digital series about a Brooklyn resident moonlighting as a crime-fighting
vigilante, confronting self-absorbed parents, upstart artisanal-mustard shops, and his own relevance in
the world.

American Koko

Employees at the E.A.R (Everybody's A little Racist) do their best to tackle every race problem that
comes through their door but for lead agent Akosua Millard, the biggest case may be her own.

Bite!

Bite! - A young couple's rocky relationship is put to the ultimate test after an army of human sized
militant bed bugs, led by Bed Bug MacArthur, invades their home. Based on a true story... mostly.

Break A Hip

Season Two: A comedy about growing up and growing old. A desperate young actor is hired by a
cantankerous woman, (Christina Pickles), to assist with her daily needs. What starts out as a run to buy
paper towels, soon becomes an unlikely, deeply touching relationship.

Broken

Nearing the one-year anniversary of his best friend's death, Liam is still grappling with the loss. Through
therapy sessions, he tries to move on with his life, but it’s not that simple. Convinced that everyone
around him is lying, Liam must accept the truth before he completely breaks apart.

Broken Hearts Division

Broken Hearts Division is an absurd comedy procedural following a cop in the LAPD, Officer Mack
Merriweather, who makes it her mission to find justice for the broken-hearted.

Caught The Series

Life spirals out of control for our hopeless hero DeStorm after cheating on his girlfriend. One mistake
leads to a series of unfortunate events that continue to escalate as he tries to put his life back together.



Commuters

A young couple living in NYC moves across the river for cheaper rent and earlier nights, but their
suburban ideal has its own quirks.

Ctrl Alt Delete

A comedic digital series based on seven true abortion stories, all set at the same fictional independent
abortion clinic.

DogGone It!

DogGoneIt! is the story of an aspiring actor whose scene-stealing dog books his audition and runs off
with his career. He is persuaded by his pushy sister Fibi to sign with Hollywood's hottest animal agent
and take on Hollywood Doggie Style!

Donna On The Go

Donna On The Go is a web series designed to raise awareness for people with challenges. It is about
being disabled in an able bodied world. It stars Handicapped Actress Donna Russo, Kim Estes, and
Danny Arroyo.

An Emmy For Megan

Megan Amram proves she'll do whatever it takes to accomplish her life-long dream of winning an Emmy.

Everyone I Love Is Dead

In a future where coherent zombies have become the dominant species, this comedy follows four
roommates as they navigate their civilized lives filled with parties, friendship, and brains.

Grey's Anatomy: B Team

A fresh crop of interns face their first day at Grey Sloan Memorial. Can these new surgeons survive the
pressures of high-stakes medicine, intimidating Attendings, and cut throat competition?

Guest Appearances

Lydia the every girl has too many dates and too many parents. It'a a problem.

How To Beat Your Sister-in-Law (At Everything)

How To Beat Your Sister-In-Law (At Everything) is a twisted web comedy about two polar opposite
sisters-in-law who find themselves competing over every little thing. Reminding us, if family doesn’t kill
you. Give it time.

I Love Bekka & Lucy

Best friends Bekka and Lucy live together on a blissfully secluded block. All is well until a new neighbor
moves in next door and Lucy's boyfriend unexpectedly proposes.

James Corden's Next James Corden

Despite the fact he isn't leaving the show any time soon, James Corden wants to name his own
successor to The Late Late Show. With the help of actor Haley Joel Osment and actress Sabrina
Carpenter, James puts a talented group of young contestants to the test.



The MacMillan Genius Grant

A genius grant opens its doors to idiots.

Menace

Menace tells the story of three women -- Ana, an undocumented immigrant; Daisy, a financial
dominatrix; and Jane, a domestic abuse runaway -- hiding out in a Chicago apartment from rampant
violence against women.

#millennials

#millennials follows a young, social media obsessed couple as they attempt to transition into adulthood.

Minimum Wage

A struggling burger joint must make radical changes, causing deep waves with each employee.

Mondays

Kelly is trying to figure out her life in Los Angeles - her work, her relationships, her sex life. No matter
how hard she tries, her mundane, everyday interactions end awkwardly for her. For Kelly, every day
feels like a Monday.

The Nerd Crew

The Nerd Crew is a satirical comedy web series that satirizes the rise of corporate sponsored nerd
culture online shows.

Netflix And Chill

A woman misunderstands the meme Netflix and Chill.

Nice Guys Finish Last

After a series of dating mishaps, Chuck, a self-proclaimed nice guy, is forced to confront the
unfathomable possibility that maybe he isn't so nice after all.

No Activity: Off The Record

No Activity turns into more activity with these outtakes and alternate scenes.

Outsmarted

Experts in dangerous professions have their skills challenged by a comedian willing to do anything in
order to win.

Patricia Moore

When a teenage girl and her cannibal family are forced out of hiding in the Australian outback, she finds
herself drawn to a local town boy, challenging her perspective of the family’s grisly actions.

Rage Room

An action comedy, for the times, about broken people breaking things in order to transform their lives.



Rounds

Six strangers find themselves trapped in a mysterious game of death where nobody is who they seem to
be.

Simi Valley

A highschool student strives to prove to his older brother that he has what it takes to succeed in the
small-time criminal underworld of a seemingly calm suburban city.

Snatchers

Snatchers is a horror comedy series about high schooler Sara, who wakes up pregnant…with an alien
baby. Now she’ll have to team up with her ex-best friend Hayley to fight the extraterrestrial threat and
save the world.

#SOsingle

Awkward dates? Check. Badly timed bodily functions? Check. Two friends in it together no matter what?
Double check. These besties aren’t just single… they’re SO single. Follow Kristin and Jenna as they
navigate singledom in their 30’s. It’s rough out there. Sooooo now we’re gonna go drink. Alone.

Southpaw Regional Wrestling

Southpaw Regional Wrestling is a fictional series featuring parodies of professional wrestling promotions
from the 1980s. This short-form comedy series features real wrestling stars of today re-enacting ‘lost
footage’ from long ago.

Stargate Origins

In 1939, Professor Paul Langford and his daughter Catherine are grappling with the mysteries of the
ancient relic they discovered in Egyptian years ago. Little does she know, answers are about to present
themselves in a dangerous form. Catherine must rescue her father, and save the Earth from
unimaginable darkness.

Strangers

Newly single and bisexual, Isobel rents out her spare room in a last ditch effort to keep the home she
loves. Along with her lesbian best friend, she navigates the most complicated time in her life—
emotionally, sexually, and professionally.

The Struggle Is Real

The Struggle Is Real is a short form episodic comedy that follows three roommates (Kim, Emma, and
Fran) as they navigate psych wards, water aerobics, dog adoption, family, mail-order brides, zombie
contests, and jail.

Struggleing

A comedy about a passionate and determined actor teaching his middle American blue collar family the
reality of the daily struggles of being an underdog in Hollywood, hustling for success. From getting an
agent, to survival jobs, to finding love, nothing in this town is easy.



This Eddie Murphy Role Is Mine, Not Yours

When actor Melvin Jackson Jr., gets an audition for the role of Eddie Murphy for his biopic, he is
determined that this is his role and no one else. So he decides to take out anybody else that is also
auditioning for the same role.

Townies

The OC meets the Old West in this teen drama parody show where gawky gunslingers and hormonal
heroes care more about social climbing than shoot-outs.

Transparent: The Lost Sessions

The cast of Transparent enjoyed some free therapy sessions with Life Coach Laura Milton-Kaufberger.

Trumped!

Trumped! is a comedic look at President Donald J. Trump and his zany staff at The White House.
Whether he's dealing with his illegal Mexican maid Conchita or Davis, his personal secret service agent,
there's never a dull moment as President Trump serves up his first term in office.

The Walking Dead: Red Machete

This digital series follows the path of a red-handled machete from its innocent beginnings on a hardware
store shelf at the start of the apocalypse, as it lands in the hands of survivors good and evil, familiar
and new.

Will & Grace: Just The Tips

In this series of comedic digital shorts, Will & Grace's Jack and Karen dish out indispensable life tips in
ways only they can. Jack, the constant performer, teaches fans the tricks of his acting trade while Karen
reluctantly helps the financially challenged achieve 1 percent status.

Winding Waters

Working as a mermaid in a historic roadside attraction, AIDA is the show's most talented and adored
performer. However, her personal life is a struggle to stay afloat, and when presented with a potentially
life-changing opportunity, she must choose between the strains of family and chasing a fading dream.

Zack Morris Is Trash

Re-visit some of your favorite “Saved by the Bell” episodes and learn that Zack Morris was actually a
completely horrible human being.

End of Category



Outstanding Short Form Variety Series

Behind The Voice

The Voice digital series features exclusive access to coaches Adam Levine, Alicia Keys, Blake Shelton,
Jennifer Hudson, Kelly Clarkson, Miley Cyrus; superstar advisors and competing artists. Get personal
with the talent and become intimate with the stories behind their most iconic songs.

Betch

What happens when you give a group of girls a sketch show with celebrity hosts, lots of attitude and
zero rules? Betch. Betch happens.

Between The Scenes - The Daily Show

The Daily Show's Between The Scenes is a series that gives viewers a front row seat to the candid
conversations Trevor Noah has with the audience when the show cuts to commercial.

Carpool Karaoke: The Series

Based on the popular recurring segment from The Late Late Show with James Corden, this series
features an unexpected celebrity pairing sharing a car, singing along to their personal playlists, and
embarking on adventures.

Club Mickey Mouse

Club Mickey Mouse is a social-first digital reboot of the classic series, Mickey Mouse Club. The program
follows the journey of eight multi-talented Mouseketeers as they document the behind-the-scenes
process of writing their own songs, choreographing their dances, and their experiences on set as they
create six original music videos.

Creating Saturday Night Live: Control Room

Creating Saturday Night Live: Control Room showcases the production staff, creative staff and
craftsmen who work behind the scenes to produce the season. Viewers will get a better understanding
of what staff members and crew do behind the scenes and how they contribute to the show produced
each Saturday.

Fashion Photo RuView

This web series features RuPaul’s Drag Race alums Raja and Raven who critique sickening celebrity
looks on the runway and red carpet. These drag queen fashionistas use their prowess to “Toot” the
fabulous looks and “Boot” the ugly ones.

Flores And Friends

Flores And Friends is a late night talk show hosted by Julio Flores featuring interviews with actors,
comedians and musicians interspersed with comedy sketches, monologues and skits.

Fuller Frontaler

Full Frontal with Samantha Bee airs once a week, but Sam has so much more to say than that. Fuller
Frontaler is where she and her team quickly respond to breaking news and let their weird, goofy and
even more unfiltered hair down.



Gay Of Thrones

Gay Of Thrones is a Game of Thrones Recap Show. Every week the host Jonathan Van Ness styles a
different guests hair, all while dishing about last night's Game of Thrones. An LGBT perspective on the
fantasy hit.

Girl Code

Girl Code aimed to guide young women through womanhood via comedians telling their own hilarious
personal stories and giving viewers advice.

Happy Wife Happy Life

Love and relationship advice from two happily married lesbian couples.

Honest Trailers

Trailers that tell you the TRUTH about your favorite movies and TV shows.

I Love You, America With Sarah Silverman: Push The Love

Sarah brings on guests who have undergone profound, positive change. Her conversations with these
figures are inspirational and heartwarming.

The Jim Jefferies Show - JimBits

A behind the scenes look at riffs, rants, and jokes that never make it to air.

Kevin Hart: What The Fit

Watch Kevin Hart as he teams up with celebrity friends and YouTube stars each week as they attempt
to master a different trending, grueling and sometimes ridiculous workout routine.

Kevin Hart's Cold As Balls

Kevin Hart's Cold As Balls presents the most awkward interviews in sports. Watch host, Kevin Hart
expose himself and his guests in more ways than one as he interviews world-class celebrity athletes in
an uncomfortable and unsettling environment –a bone-chilling locker room ice bath!

Newsbroke

A woman-led political comedy show that weaves critically important information and incisive analysis
with biting, imaginative humor that turns otherwise unpalatable truths into spirited fun.

The Randy Rainbow Show

From Randy Rainbow (yes, real name), The Randy Rainbow Show is a series of political spoofs and
musical parodies, including "You Can't Stop His Tweets!" "How Do You Solve a Problem Like Korea?" and
"Covfefe: The Broadway Medley."

Secret Talent Theatre

On Secret Talent Theatre some of the biggest actors and actresses in Hollywood show off their secret
talents. From Nicole Kidman eating bugs to Oprah Winfrey cleaning up dog poop, the cover stars of
Vanity Fair’s The Hollywood Issue have more than a few tricks up their sleeves.



The Star Wars Show

The Star Wars Show is a weekly variety series shot on location at Lucasfilm headquarters. Every episode
features exclusive Star Wars news, interviews with celebrities, unique field packages and comedy
sketches. In other words, it’s all Star Wars, all the time…9 minutes at a time… once a week.

Team Coco's Comedy Club

Each episode of this series from Team Coco features a comedian telling one of his or her best tales. To
bring that story to life, animation is intercut with live action footage.

This Can't Wait

When breaking news starts trending, Jordan Klepper’s take can’t always wait for the next episode of The
Opposition. This Can't Wait lets Jordan quickly and directly address his audience from behind the
scenes, with a fraction of Jordan’s earnest opinion slipping through his usually relentless right-wing
character’s persona.

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon - Cover Room

Cover Room is a Tonight Show digital-only variety series featuring music artists performing covers of
their favorite songs. Each video features a different visual aesthetic inspired by the artists'
interpretation of the song. It is filmed in the same room, but transformed each episode to create a new,
one-of-a-kind experience.

The Trump Attacked Me On Twitter Hall Of Fame

The president is rarely at a loss for words when attacking his enemies, be they in the press, government
or even former friends. The Late Show with Stephen Colbert created this series to give the Cyberbully-
in-Chief's victims a platform to "thank" him for this dubious honor.

You Sang My Song

On You Sang My Song, musicians watch powerful or unique covers on YouTube and offer the cover stars
commentary and advice. Each rendition celebrates a different point in the singers' careers, giving the
stars the opportunity to reminisce about milestones with their fans while inspiring confidence in
aspiring musicians.

End of Category



Outstanding Short Form Nonfiction Or Reality Series

American Ninja Warrior: Crashing The Course

Hosted by ninja super fan, Alex Weber, this exclusive digital series takes fans behind the scenes of the
famous American Ninja Warrior course for an inside look into how the grueling obstacles are designed,
constructed, and tested for the competition.

The Americans: The Final Season

Saying good-bye is never easy. The producers and the cast of the award-winning series The Americans
do their best in this behind-the-scenes series. They speak about how much fun they had creating one of
television’s most-memorable shows and characters.

Anthony Bourdain: Explore Parts Unknown

Explore Parts Unknown, the logical, digital extension of the TV program Parts Unknown, features custom
video series that recreate Anthony Bourdain’s journeys. This digital universe allows the Bourdain super-
fan to learn what he knows, go where he went, eat what he ate, and see what he saw.

The Assassination Of Gianni Versace: American Crime Story: America’s Obsessions

In this behind-the-scenes series of The Assassination Of Gianni Versace: American Crime Story:
America's Obsessions, the cast and creators discuss making the show and exploring the deeper themes
that expose America’s darker fixations.

Behind The Scenes At The #1 Show In Late Night

Desus & Mero present on-the-street sketches and extended scenes that take you behind-the-scenes of
the #1 show in late-night.

Born This Way: Life Lessons

Several parents of children with Down Syndrome discuss the beautiful, impactful, and surprising ways
their child’s special needs changed their families and their world views for the better.

Breaking Bass

Two unexpected and diverse young bass fishermen travel the south looking for the best fish America
has to offer. At every stop, they meet the locals and show them how they are changing the fishing
game.

The Business Of Legal Marijuana

The Business Of Legal Marijuana celebrates the inspiring work of our nation’s cannabis activists,
entrepreneurs, policy advocates and community organizers.

Channel Surfing

Your television is hijacked and you're guided through a collage of bizarro channels that you didn't want
to know existed. Have you seen the latest episode of 'How to Get Salmonella?' What about "My Fantastic
Flute with Lyle Hatt?



Comic-Con 2017: An FX Networks Experience

Take a look at Comic-Con like you have never seen it before. In this special behind-the-scenes series,
the creative world of FX and FOX original series, their playful events and activations, and their loyal
fans’ experiences are on full display.

Cooking In With Joycelyne

Actress, model, comedienne, magician, burlesque dancer and cookbook author, Joycelyne presents
simple, inexpensive and nutritious recipes in an entertaining and educational way. She often brings
guests to share in the fun.

Dancing With The Stars: Meet The Cast

A 13 episode series released the day of the cast announcement and specifically created so fans can get
a behind-the-scenes look into the chemistry of the new "couples" cast in Dancing With The Stars Season
25.

Deadliest Catch Greenhorn

Two rookies on two different boats hope to right the wrongs of their pasts by succeeding on the Bering
Sea. Just 10 days sober, Landon hopes to make good for his daughter. Luke, nephew of senator Lisa
Murkowski, has had plenty of opportunity but he’s never finished anything he’s started.

Dear Future

Dear Future is a documentary series built on the premise that technology and science are still capable
of wowing us. Fusion energy, DIY off-grid energy systems, decentralized mesh networks, the search for
life on other planets, and humanoid robots aren't far-off science fiction, they're breakthroughs
happening right now.

Divided States Of Women

In Divided States Of Women, Liz Plank digs into controversial issues that affect every woman in
America, uncovering an array of opinions and stories through unfiltered conversations and playful social
experiments.

E! News The Rundown

Hosted by E! News correspondent Erin Lim, The Rundown covers everything a passionate, hyper-
connected fan base want and need to stay in-the-know on the biggest trending stories of the week along
with offering a unique and humorous take on all things pop culture.

Extra Innings With Bill Murray And Brian Doyle-Murray

Bill Murray and Brian Doyle-Murray travel together, visiting minor league baseball cities across middle
America. The Murray brothers bring their own particular brand of comedy and heart, enjoying each
others company, their favorite sport, and the people they meet along the way.

Face Forward

Face Forward is a fresh-faced take on the standard makeover tutorial. Our glam team featuring top
beauty guru Patrick Starrr, online hair sensation Tiarra Monet, and celebrity stylist Johnny Wujek meet
deserving young women who are ready for a complete style overhaul culminating in a celebrity-inspired
photo shoot.



The Future Of Feminism

Feminists today challenge the world to see women differently. They are breast cancer survivors, black
American muslims and children of immigrants who are also successful educators, artists and
businesswomen. They are fearless and they are free. The Future Of Feminism explores the many diverse
voices of modern feminism.

FX Networks Presents

FX Networks Presents goes behind the scenes to interview some of Hollywood’s brightest stars in their
biggest titles of the year in cinema. From the Oscar-winning film, The Shape of Water, to the socially-
profound Love, Simon the series showcases the craft of acting and the films’ deeper themes that
endure.

Gay Hollywood Dad

Gay Hollywood Dad is a docu series following openly gay and single filmmaker Quentin Lee through the
process of surrogacy, the birth of his son, Casper, and his first year of life.

Gettin' Wild With Snoop Dogg

A documentary series that gives fans a first-hand look behind the scenes of the making of Snoop Dogg
Presents The Joker's Wild. The episodes follow the icon's transformation into game show host and
explores his creative process behind the show's reboot.

Go

It takes very little effort to make a memory and memories stay with you. Join Trek as he goes -
encountering sights that he’ll carry with him and beauty that stops him in his tracks.

Grey's Anatomy: Post-Op

"Post-Op" gave fans exclusive insight into some of "Grey’s Anatomy’s" biggest moments from the people
who created them: the writers, producers, cast, and crew. Each installment of the series included
discussions on everything Grey’s: from the medical cases, to the music, to the monologues.

Her America: 50 Women, 50 States

In 2016, an all-female production crew crisscrossed the U.S. to capture the truth about women’s lives
with Her America: 50 Women, 50 States. The women profiled in Her America come from small towns to
big cities, providing a fresh perspective to differing political, social and economic views.

History, Herstory (Biography)

History, Herstory (Biography) is a short form series created in honor of ‘Women’s History Month.’
Presented by influential voices, including Julianna Margulies, Kristin Davis, Laverne Cox, the series
brings stories of prominent women throughout history from Maya Angelou.

How To Behave

Modern-day etiquette is constantly changing. How to know which rules to follow, which to change, and
which to throw out altogether? Body-positive model Barbie Ferreira is on a journey to find out. Ferreira
meets women from diverse backgrounds to navigate the complex and often opaque world of etiquette.



Independent

Follow four of hip hop’s most exciting independent artists – Futuristic, Reverie, Sean Brown, and
Trinidad James – as they work to take over the music scene without the ties of a major record label.

Intervention: The Opioid Crisis

Four members of the Marietta, GA community discuss how they are fighting back against the opioid
epidemic that is ravaging their neighborhoods and killing their relatives, friends and neighbors.

Jake Loves Movies

Jake Rasmussen is a very talented editor who hasn’t seen any movies. The Godfather, Jaws, The Matrix
– these are just words to him. Rediscover popular films as Jake sees them for the first time alongside
actual cast members and other special guests.

Jay Leno's Garage

Jay Leno's Garage, the short form series where Jay Leno gives car reviews, motorcycle reviews,
compares cars, and shares his passion and expertise on anything that rolls, explodes, and makes noise.
Classic cars, restomods, super cars, sports cars, cafe racers, vintage cars, and much, much more.

Legion S2: Inside Look

Mind-bending comic book characters require a truly outside-the-box approach to having their story told,
especially on TV. Legion S2: Inside Look is a behind-the-scenes series that showcases how the creator
and executive producer and the cast and crew came together to create one of the most inventive TV
shows.

Life Behind Life Below Zero

As crews brave the wilds of the Alaskan frontier, Life Behind Life Below Zero shows fans what it takes to
film Life Below Zero. The cameras are flipped as the crew members battle Mother Nature and daily
dangers while filming the TV series.

Life In Limbo As Interpreted By Dawn Grabowski

Life In Limbo As Interpreted By Dawn Grabowski is a Bi-Monthly Web Series. A Performer With A
Disability as she navigate between the Able-bodied & the Disability World Not fitting into either.
Through humor, candor, & vulnerability you get a glimpse into her triumphs, & trials.

The Minds Behind: The Walking Dead

The Minds Behind: The Walking Dead gives fans an exclusive look behind the scenes of the hit series.
Each episode offers different insights into the making of The Walking Dead, from world-building, to
spoilers, to casting.

Mountaintop Moments

To commemorate the 50th anniversary of King’s death, the King Center observes the life and legacy of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and Coretta Scott King. The series, based on King’s landmark “I’ve Been to the
Mountaintop” speech, features prominent Americans sharing their vision of the future.



Naked And Afraid: Savage

After being medically forced out of competition last season on Naked and Afraid XL, Naked and Afraid
survivalist Matt Wright embarks on a quest for redemption and goes it solo in one of the deadliest
environments known to man, Africa’s Selati Basin.

The Oscars Insider

This lead up series provided viewers with everything they needed to get ready for the 90th Oscars:
nominee insights provided by industry experts, Governors Ball secrets from Wolfgang Puck, and tips on
how to throw the ultimate Oscars party.

Out Of The Closet

The queens of RuPaul’s Drag Race are back! Out Of The Closet offers a behind the scenes look at the
eccentric and gag-worthy drag closets of RuPaul’s Drag Race alums. The series gives fans an intimate
glimpse at their favorite queens and the backstory on their most iconic looks.

Phone Swap

This fun voyeuristic dating show asks two single people to judge a prospective partner based purely on
what’s on their phones while they watch from a separate room.

Pride Without Prejudice: Celebrating LGBTQ Voices

This series of LGBTQ profiles demonstrate that PRIDE is love. It’s self-acceptance, self style and safe
spaces. It’s partying as protest and Dykes on Bikes. It’s NYC nightlife and the queer people of color who
invented it. It’s where everyone is other – and other is everything.

The Scarlet Letter Reports With Amanda Knox

The Scarlet Letter Reports With Amanda Knox explores the gendered nature of public shaming. Knox
sits down with prominent women who have been sexualized, scrutinized, and demonized by the media
to discuss how they’ve rebuilt their lives after their most personal details have been made public.

Science And Star Wars

Science And Star Wars is a weekly series that explores how the science fantasy of Star Wars is inspiring
real scientific breakthroughs. Each episode takes something from Star Wars, like lightsabers, and with
the help of expert scientists, creates a real-world counterpart in a fun and explosive experiment every
week.

73 Questions

Take a peek inside some of your favorite stars’ lives through the innovative interview series, 73
Questions. Shot in one take at the celeb's home or on set, each episode gives viewers access to a
delightful and intimate look into who these celebrities are.

She's The Ticket

It’s been one year since the election of Donald Trump, and there’s a new wave of women running for
political office. She's The Ticket follows five female candidates who are jumping into everything from
gubernatorial showdowns to city-council races, getting inside the fascinating, difficult, and inspiring
process of campaigning.



60 Second Docs

60 Second Docs is a diverse series of documentaries that provide a new look into the most unique
characters, expressions and practices that make up the world.

Snowfall: How Crack Began

It tore apart families and destroyed entire communities. This is the story of how crack began. In the
behind-the-scenes series of Snowfall, the cast and crew explain how the crack epidemic began and the
repercussions that are still felt in poor communities today.

Standing For Something: We're Listening

What’s an American flag with no stars and stripes? Standing For Something uses iconic objects as
symbols for current political issues but removes all color and context, forcing people to project their
own meaning. We invited viewers to call in with reactions and compiled their messages for our channel.

Star Salvation

Eliminated finalists attempt to prove themselves and their cooking chops to Alex Guarnaschelli and Jeff
Mauro in the last battle featuring hometown favorites, but ultimately only one hopeful will earn victory
and the right to rejoin the Food Network Star competition.

The Sweet Spot: A Treasury Of Baseball Stories

Season 3 of The Sweet Spot: A Treasury Of Baseball Stories explores the star-spangled scandal that has
flown under the radar of American culture for over a hundred years: “Shutout! The Battle American
Women Wage to Play Baseball” is an expose about gender discrimination in American baseball.

This Is Happening

This Is Happening is a user-generated docuseries covering major social, cultural and global events. From
pop-culture to politics, stories are explored from various first-person points of view. The show captures
how it truly felt to live through important events and aims inspire audiences to affect change in their
world.

This Is Us Aftershow

We go behind the scenes of This Is Us for an intimate conversation with cast and creators. We touch on
the writing, acting and scene's critical place in the overall narrative, while taking fans deeper into the
creative dynamic, exposing the nuts and bolts of making everyone's favorite show.

Top Chef: Last Chance Kitchen

This season, Last Chance Kitchen gave eliminated chefs multiple opportunities to cook their way back
into the Top Chef kitchen, including one ousted chef who would go on to claim the Top Chef crown.

Traveling While Trans

Traveling While Trans explores the fears, challenges and human rights violations that transgender
people face while traveling, where the likelihood of being publicly misgendered and mistreated by the
TSA is high – and a discrepancy between gender and passport information can result in denial to board
the plane at all.



True North

True North takes you deep into the Arctic, telling stories of the people, places, and animals living in one
of the most remote and rapidly changing parts of our planet.

Trust: Love And Money

Go behind the scenes of the original series, Trust, to learn how the cast and crew came together to tell
their story of the Getty Kidnapping.

Undercover High: What Parents Need To Know

On Undercover High: What Parents Need To Know, psychotherapist Stacy Kaiser and Dr. Alfiee Breland-
Noble, with an undercover participant guest, explain to parents how to help their kids deal with the very
real that come up in the show.

Up To Speed

Everything you need to know about your favorite cars.

The Voice On Snapchat

The Voice invited fans to submit videos showcasing their singing talents for The Voice's four celebrity
coaches. For the first time ever, Snapchat teams flew out to Los Angeles for an exclusive coaching
session with guest Advisor Julia Michaels, with fans ultimately voting for the best singer on Snapchat.

Wake Up Calls: Another Mass Shooting

A veteran who lost a friend in Vegas grapples with his own violent past. A transgender teacher fears
going to work. Wake Up Calls broadcasts anonymous voice messages left on our hotline in the wake of
some of our nation’s deadliest mass shootings.

Weed Week

How many edibles is too many? Can I smoke on Instagram? This series of shorts for Weed Week, the
first celebration of all things cannabis on prime-time TV, has answers to all your burning questions.

Will & Grace: Inside Stage 22 With Max And David

Will & Grace: Inside Stage 22 With Max And David is a companion series chronicling the return of the
comedy after a 11-year hiatus, providing an intimate, unguarded, hilarious behind-the-scenes look at
the creation of each episode through the eyes of its creators, Max Mutchnick and David Kohan.

World Of Dance On Snapchat

World Of Dance and Snapchat showcased 16 dance superstars from around the world, competing in
freestyle dance-offs. Each week, viewers watched as the judges selected top talent to compete in the
final four, with the fans voting for the series winner.

Youth Interrupted: Transgender Teens In America

Youth Interrupted follows the story of three transgender teens in the United States whose lives have
been dramatically disrupted by anti-trans "bathroom bills." Hosted by Diana Tourjee, the intention was
to move past arguments about privacy and policy, and expose how this legislation negatively impacts
trans kids and their families.



End of Category



Outstanding Children's Program

Alexa & Katie

Alexa is battling cancer. But with her best friend, Katie, by her side, she's also starting high school --
and ready for whatever comes next.

Andi Mack

Andi Mack is a contemporary, coming-of-age story about a relatable girl who's trying to determine
where she fits in and the many amazing ways she can live her life. Along the way, Andi learns that
sometimes the unexpected is what makes life great.

Bizaardvark

Best friends Paige and Frankie write and create funny music comedy videos for their online channel,
Bizaardvark. The comedy duo, along with their friends - aspiring agent Bernie plus fellow v-logger
Amelia – embark on comedic adventures on their quest to take the video blogging world by storm.

Classical Baby: The Lullaby Shows

December 24, 2017

Classical Baby returns with lullabies from around the world brought to life in magical animation.
Featuring songs by Harry Belafonte, Corinne Bailey Rae, Miriam Makeba, Paul McCartney, Itzhak
Perlman and more, the Lullaby Show is an introduction to some of the dreamiest music ever written.

The Dangerous Book For Boys

The McKenna family must cope with the passing of its patriarch, Patrick. Soon after, they discover The
Dangerous Book For Boys, a how-to guide created by their father that inspires fantasies in his youngest
son, enabling him to reconnect with his father.

Degrassi: Next Class

Degrassi: Next Class is a pull-no-punches dramatic series that tackles the real-life issues of high school
students. Telling the stories of “Generation Z,” the series focuses on a group of teens as they begin their
journey into adulthood.

Fuller House

In the spinoff series, life can take you into unexpected directions and also back into familiar territory
when recently widowed D.J. Tanner-Fuller finds herself living in her childhood home with younger sister
Stephanie Tanner and lifelong best friend/fellow single mother Kimmy Gibbler.

Hey Arnold! The Jungle Movie

November 24, 2017

Arnold and his class win a trip to San Lorenzo, where his parents disappeared ten years ago. Will he find
his parents? Will he finally tell Helga how he feels? And will we finally learn Arnold's last name? All these
questions, and more, will be answered in The Jungle Movie!



I Am Frankie

Frankie Gaines looks like a typical teenager, but she has a big secret – she’s actually a cutting edge,
experimental android who must hide her true identity! Sigourney Gaines, her creator and “mother,”
ensures Frankie’s safety by posing her as her human daughter and enrolling her in high school.

Just Add Magic

Kelly, Hannah & Darbie are drawn into a whodunit mystery when Kelly's backpack goes missing with the
cookbook & spices in it. After discovering the culprit, everyone's memories of magic are being erased.
The trio must race to identify the other two past protectors before magic is lost forever.

Kids' Choice Awards 2018

March 24, 2018

Kids' Choice Awards 2018 is the only awards show that gives kids the power to vote for their favorites in
movies, television, music, and more. Hosted by John Cena, this 90-minute live show celebrates and
honors the opinions of kids everywhere with all the stars and slime they love.

Kids' Choice Sports 2017

July 16, 2017

Kids' Choice Sports 2017 is a 90-minute awards show, celebrating the best in sports. Hosted by Russell
Wilson, this show features star athletes, alongside real kids, competing against each other in supersized
physical challenges and accepting awards that were voted on by their most rabid and loyal fans out
there: kids.

Knight Squad

Knights of Astoria is centered on a rambunctious teen princess and a mischievous peasant whose worlds
collide when they discover they share a common secret... they both lied their way into knight school.
They form an unlikely alliance, working together to achieve their dream of becoming legendary knights.

The Legend Of Boo-kini Bottom (SpongeBob SquarePants)

October 13, 2017

It’s Halloween in Bikini Bottom, and the Flying Dutchman is going to make sure everyone’s scared –
even SpongeBob!

Lip Sync Battle Shorties

Lip Sync Battle Shorties brings the ultimate faux singing concert to Nickelodeon. Three real kids will
sync their hearts out and the only limit is their imagination.

The Magical Wand Chase: A Sesame Street Special

November 12, 2017

While taking her friends on a magical hot air balloon, Abby Cadabby loses her wand to a curious bird
(voiced by Elizabeth Banks). While chasing the bird, they visit new neighborhoods, and discover new
foods, music and languages – learning that kindness is universal and friends can be found anywhere.



The Number On Great-Grandpa’s Arm

January 27, 2018

The film features a conversation between a young boy and his 90-year-old great-grandfather, an
Auschwitz survivor. Their exchange is woven with historical footage and hand-painted animation to tell a
heartbreaking story of Jewish life in Eastern Europe, sharing memories and lessons from the Holocaust
with a new generation.

A Series Of Unfortunate Events

This series follows the tragic tale of three orphans -- Violet, Klaus, and Sunny Baudelaire -- who are
investigating their parents' mysterious death. The siblings are saddled with an evil guardian named
Count Olaf (Neil Patrick Harris), who will do whatever it takes to get his hands on the Baudelaire's
inheritance.

Star Wars Rebels

Star Wars Rebels is an action adventure series about an unconventional family, who comes together
during a time of war. They embrace the path of doing what is right, instead of what is easy. In the end,
they save not only each other’s lives, but the entire galaxy.

The Thundermans

Phoebe and Max Thunderman are twins who appear to be regular teenagers – but they’re actually
superheroes. While Max embraces the dark side plotting to take over the world, Phoebe strives to be
normal and use her powers for good, but can life ever be normal in a family of superheroes?

End of Category



Outstanding Informational Series Or Special

Adam Ruins Everything

Host and comedian Adam Conover embarks on a comically inventive yet unrelentingly serious quest to
reveal the hidden truths behind everything we know and love. Tackling topics ranging from football and
weddings to drugs and prison, his impressively researched facts make viewers see the world in a whole
new way.

Andrew Lloyd Webber Tribute To A Superstar

Entertainment legends come together to honor one of theatre’s most celebrated composers, Andrew
Lloyd Webber, in a festive 70th birthday celebration. The evening will include conversation with Lloyd
Webber along with Glenn Close, John Legend, and Lin-Manuel Miranda and an appearance by the Young
People’s Chorus of New York City.

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown follows the world- renowned chef and best-selling author as he
travels the globe to uncover the little-known, off-the-road, and sometimes seemingly-familiar areas of
the world in a celebration of their diverse foods and culture.

The Antoinette Tuff Story (Biography Presents)

This special features a sit down interview with American hero Antoinette Tuff, whose bravery saved a
Georgia learning Academy from a gunman. Also includes interviews from other key players involved in
this story of an ordinary woman with extraordinary courage.

Bill Nye Saves The World

Bill Nye brings experts and famous guests to his lab for a talk show exploring scientific issues that
touch our lives.

Citizen Rose

Rose McGowan leads the fight to change the way women are treated in Hollywood, and our larger
society, all while dealing with the ramifications of going public with the charge that a Hollywood
executive raped her when she was a young actress in Hollywood.

Cold Justice

Real-life crime series Cold Justice follows former prosecutor Kelly Siegler and her team of investigators
as they dig into small-town murder cases that have lingered for years without answers or justice. Kelly
and Steve Spingola are back to work on her home turf investigating a case she’s never forgotten.

CONAN Without Borders

In the third season of CONAN Without Borders, Conan O'Brien explores the State of Israel and the
Palestinian territories, travels to Haiti to give Haitians the opportunity to reply to President Trump, and
takes a road trip through Italy, accompanied by his long-time producer, nemesis and Italophile, Jordan
Schlansky.



Corey Feldman: Moment Of Truth

In a candid discussion with journalist Shaun Robinson, Feldman discusses his turbulent life in the
spotlight, his troubled childhood, suicide attempts and years of drug abuse to his current efforts to end
sexual abuse in Hollywood. Feldman also reveals exclusive details surrounding the loss of his best friend
Corey Haim.

The Day I Met El Chapo

A tweet about El Chapo puts actress Kate del Castillo on a scary ride involving Sean Penn, the Mexican
government and a secret meeting with the world’s most-wanted drug lord.

Decorating Disney: Holiday Magic

Decorating Disney: Holiday Magic gives viewers unprecedented access to the massive transformation
across Disney parks and resorts as they turn every inch of America’s most popular destination into an
epic winter wonderland.

Drug Lords

Witness the stories of history's most notorious kingpins, their terrifying enforcers, and the men and
women who've sworn to bring them down.

EIF Presents: XQ Super School Live

EIF Presents: XQ Super School Live a multi-network simulcast, showed how communities can unite to
transform high schools so every young person can succeed. Teachers, parents and students rallied
alongside Tom Hanks, Viola Davis, Lin-Manuel Miranda, Jennifer Hudson and more to help give America's
students the education they deserve.

Fashion News Live

Join us as we travel the world to find the hottest runway shows in Milan, London, Paris, New York and
beyond to discover what inspires fashion designers, make-up artists and hairstylists, and what it takes
to bring a runway show to life.

Final Appeal

This real-time investigative series follows former football star and exoneree Brian Banks and former
prosecutor Loni Coombs as they work tirelessly to uncover the truth behind controversial cases that
may have led to wrongful convictions.

Hamilton's Pharmacopeia

Join an incredible journey through the history, chemistry and societal impacts of the world’s most
extraordinary drugs.

Inside The Actors Studio

Inside The Actors Studio host James Lipton sits down with actors, directors and writers to discuss their
careers and passion for their craft. This season included Scarlett Johansson, Kristen Wiig and Ted
Danson.



Jay Leno's Garage

Jay Leno's Garage takes car fans for a high-octane spin across the country with a mix of stunts,
celebrity interviews and challenges. Jay puts the world’s most amazing vehicles through their paces,
meets fellow car enthusiasts and discovers the stories that make these cars more than just rubber and
metal.

Jeff Ross Roasts The Border: Live From Brownsville, Texas

Comedian Jeff Ross explores the world surrounding the U.S.-Mexico border, speaking to undocumented
immigrants, Dreamers, law enforcement agents, human traffickers and Trump supporters. Ross then
performs at the foot of the border wall for the people of Brownsville, Texas as he takes on America’s
complicated immigration policy.

Jordan Klepper Solves Guns

Jordan Klepper (The Opposition, The Daily Show) will solve America's gun divide...in one hour. On his
journey, Jordan finds he's not just solving "guns," he's solving America.

Leah Remini: Scientology And The Aftermath

Leah Remini: Scientology And The Aftermath follows Leah Remini and former Church executive Mike
Rinder, as they delve deep into shocking stories of abuse, heartbreak and harassment experienced by
some of those who have left the Church and spoken publicly about their experiences.

Lidia Celebrates America: Homegrown Heroes

Chef Lidia Bastianich travels the USA to pay homage to our military in a celebration of culture through
food. Homegrown Heroes shows how seven veterans returned home and found farming, beekeeping, and
raising livestock to be a path back to civilian life, helping individuals meaningfully reconnect to the
community.

Mario Armstrong's Never Settle Show

Mario Armstrong's Never Settle Show is a live-streamed, interactive, weekly talk show with a live studio
audience at Nasdaq’s Studio in Times Square, NYC. The show provides viewers with advice and tools to
help them never settle, pursue their passions, dreams, and inspire them to move forward.

Married To Medicine Atlanta Reunion

Married To Medicine Atlanta Reunion three-part reunion, host Andy Cohen sits down with the ladies as
they reflect on some of the season’s biggest moments

MasterClass: Ron Howard Teaches Directing

Award-winning director Ron Howard teaches his first ever online class on directing with MasterClass, an
online education company that enables anyone to learn from the best in the world. Ron’s MasterClass
offers aspiring directors and filmmakers an intimate view into his creative process and inspiration for
storytelling.

Most Expensivest

Your player partner 2Chainz is living lavish and dropping fat stacks all over New York and Vegas in this
star-studded, diamond-encrusted, gold-coated campaign to flaunt the Most Expensivest goodies that
money can buy.



My Next Guest Needs No Introduction With David Letterman

David Letterman teams up with fascinating global figures for in-depth interviews and curiosity-fueled
excursions in this monthly talk show. Starring: President Barack Obama, George Clooney, Malala
Yousafzai, Jay-Z, Tina Fey and Howard Stern.

Mysteries At The Museum

Don Wildman investigates widely known stories and historic artifacts from around the world. From the
ruins of Pompeii and the hidden routes of the Underground Railroad to the truth about Custer's Last
Stand and the secrets behind Al Capone, Wildman tells the stories that captivate our imaginations.

Norm Macdonald Live

Comedy legend Norm Macdonald hosts Season 3 of his popular talk show, Norm Macdonald Live. Joined
by Adam Eget, Norm conducts long form conversations with famous guests likes David Letterman, Jerry
Seinfeld, Sarah Silverman, Jim Carrey, and more.

Off Camera With Sam Jones

Hosted by director/photographer Sam Jones, who created the show out of his passion for the long form
conversational interview, and as a way to share his conversations with a myriad of artists, actors,
musicians, directors, skateboarders, photographers, and writers that pique his interest. Because the
best conversations happen Off Camera.

One Strange Rock

One Strange Rock – hosted by Will Smith – is a journey that explores the fragility and wonder of planet
Earth, as told by an elite ensemble of astronauts and filmed for two years across 900,000 miles, 45
countries, six continents and outer space.

Oprah At The Apollo

Oprah brings her one-on-one conversations to Harlem's Apollo Theater. Guests include producer and
Oscar®-nominated actress Salma Hayek Pinault; the visionary behind the Oscar-nominated film Get
Out, Jordan Peele; host of The Daily Show, Trevor Noah and Hamilton's Lin-Manuel Miranda.

The Paley Center Salutes The Best Of Will & Grace

The Paley Center Salutes The Best Of Will & Grace features the best moments from the iconic series and
exclusive interviews with the show’s stars – Debra Messing, Eric McCormack, Sean Hayes and Megan
Mullally – as well as creators Max Mutchnick and David Kohan, and director James Burrows.

Rotten

Rotten lifts the lid on a food industry in crisis, where fraud is rampant, profits reign supreme, and small
farms struggle to get by.

The Star Wars: The Last Jedi World Premiere Red Carpet Live Stream

The Star Wars: The Last Jedi World Premiere Red Carpet Live Stream was a 90-minute special event
featuring live interviews with the cast, filmmakers and celebrity superfans of the highest grossing film
of 2017, direct from the red carpet in Hollywood.



StarTalk With Neil deGrasse Tyson

Host Neil deGrasse Tyson brings together celebrities, scientists and comedians to explore the cosmic
collision of pop culture and science. Guests ranging from the late Stephen Hawking to Stephen Colbert
discuss topics ranging from science fiction, space travel, extraterrestrial life and the Big Bang to the
future of Earth.

States Of Undress

Hailey Gates explores global fashion and issues the industry often ignores, showing us what the world
wears, and why.

The Story Of Us With Morgan Freeman

Morgan Freeman embarks on a global journey to meet with people from different cultures to explore the
forces of humanity that unite us all: the strength of belief, the thirst for power, how love shapes us, the
spirit of rebellion and the concept of freedom.

Talking Dead

A live aftershow for discussion of two series, The Walking Dead and Fear the Walking Dead. It airs
immediately following the broadcast of new episodes and features host Chris Hardwick spending time
with fans, actors, producers and TV enthusiasts, recapping the episode, providing sneak peeks
discussing upcoming episodes.

This Is Life With Lisa Ling

This Is Life With Lisa Ling explores America through up close and personal reporting. From intimate
encounters with sexual healers to an embed with armed militias, Lisa gains incredible access to worlds
that are unusual, extraordinary and sometimes dangerous, and shares stories that have the power to
impact us all.

The Toys That Made Us

The minds behind history's most iconic toy franchises discuss the rise -- and sometimes fall -- of their
billion-dollar creations.

Ugly Delicious

All the flavor. None of the BS. Star chef David Chang leads friends on a mouthwatering, cross-cultural
hunt for the world's most satisfying grub.

Vice

A gritty weekly series offering a fresh take on the most pressing human rights issues facing mankind
today. Correspondents travel the world reporting on startling, groundbreaking news stories shaping the
future.

The Volunteers

River Rainbow Hagg embarks on a mission to witness the war being waged against ISIS in northern
Syria in a place known as Rojava. This two-part special captures River’s intimate experiences with a
coalition of Kurdish and Arab fighters and his band of dedicated western volunteer medics.



Weediquette

In an age of radical transformation for the culture of marijuana, correspondent Krishna Andavolu
explores these heady times by meeting the people whose lives hang in the balance of our new pot
paradigm.

End of Category



Outstanding Structured Reality Program

Antiques Roadshow

Antiques Roadshow transports audiences across the country in a search for America’s true hidden
treasure: the stories of our collective history. Join leading antiques specialists as they reveal the
captivating truths about family heirlooms and attic discoveries, and for the first-time ever visit a
distinctive, historic venue—indoors and out.

The Bachelor Winter Games: World Tells All

Immediately following the "The Bachelor Winter Games" finale, after the skis and skates have been put
away and all of the roses have been handed out, several of your favorite global bachelors and
bachelorettes from the series reunite with one another for The Bachelor Winter Games: World Tells All.

The Bachelor: After The Final Rose

Following the season finale, emotions run high as Chris Harrison sits down with Arie to discuss the most
dramatic decision in Bachelor History- ending his engagement to fiancé Becca Kufrin and asking Lauren
Burnham for a second chance. It’s the LIVE, unpredictable ending to this dramatic search for love.

Bar Rescue

Bar Rescue is a docu-reality series featuring veteran nightlife expert Jon Taffer as he seeks to rescue
bars on the brink.

Bear Grylls: Face The Wild

Survival Expert Bear Grylls surprises Facebook followers, who have inspired him, with a chance to
experience the wild firsthand, participants share their remarkable stories while Bear helps them break
out of their comfort zones and embrace the power of the great outdoors.

Best Of The Worst

Best Of The Worst is a reality show where a group watches three B-movies or random VHS tapes and
then discusses them in a panel setting. Often to hilarious results. Since 2011, there have been 63 hour
long episodes.

The Big Fat Truth

Host JD Roth challenges and guides groups of participants unhappy with their weight and health, giving
them the tools he’s amassed over two decades producing weight-loss and transformation television to
help them uncover and tackle the real issues behind the weight as they face The Big Fat Truth.

Botched

Botched follows Dr. Terry Dubrow and Dr. Paul Nassif as they remedy plastic surgeries gone wrong. The
doctors have tackled some of the most challenging and nearly impossible reconstructive procedures. Dr.
Dubrow and Dr. Nassif continue to help patients with medical problems that test their skills and push
their limits.

The Carbonaro Effect

Michael Carbonaro, magician by trade and prankster at heart, performs ingenious tricks on
unsuspecting members of the public, all caught on hidden camera. Whether posing as a coffee shop
barista, museum curator or seemingly unremarkable store clerk, Carbonaro leaves viewers laughing out
loud with his bewildering and thrilling illusions.



Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives

Guy Fieri has traveled all over looking for the best diners, drive-ins and dives, highlighting great
restaurants that have been doing it right for decades. From tried-and-true favorites, to updated twists
on classics, Guy gives viewers a roadmap to great food finds and a spotlight for the people creating
them.

Disney's Fairy Tale Weddings: Holiday Magic

Go behind the scenes of the most spectacular weddings and engagements at Disney destinations
around the globe during the holidays. From a winter wonderland wedding at Walt Disney World, to an
exchange of vows at Disneyland, viewers will be guests to the most talked about nuptials of the year!

Drop The Mic

Hosted by Method Man and Hailey Baldwin, celebrity rap battle contest Drop The Mic pits four stars from
the worlds of entertainment, music, sports and pop culture to face off against each other in a rap battle
royale. At the end of each battle, the studio audience determines the winner.

Fastest Car

The drivers of exotic supercars put their street cred on the line against deceptively fast sleeper cars
built and modified by true gearheads.

Fixer Upper

Home renovation power couple Chip and Joanna Gaines complete stunning renovation projects for
families in Waco, Texas. All while parenting their four kids, running a 40-acre farm with cows, goats,
horses and chickens, and managing their family businesses with plenty of playful banter, hilarious
hijinks and southern charm.

Flip Or Flop

Real estate and house flipping experts Tarek and Christina El Moussa buy dilapidated houses and turn
them into beautiful family homes. Cameras follow the flippers as they participate in everything from
nail-biting purchases at auction to the management of frustrating renovations.

Garage Rehab

In this garage rescue show, Gas Monkey Garage owner, Richard Rawlings and his project manager
Russel Holmes and garage designer Chris Stephens travel the country to employ their entrepreneurial
savvy, deep knowledge of the auto industry, and marketing skills to turn struggling auto shops into
profitable business.

Garage Squad

All across America gearheads are giving up their quest to rebuild their dream cars. Dusty classics with
deeply personal stories languish in garages because owners ran out of time, money or mechanical know-
how to rescue them. Our mission is helping owners get off the blocks and back on the road.

The Grand Tour

Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James May return for a new season of The Grand Tour, about
three middle-aged men rampaging around the world having unusual adventures, driving amazing cars,
and engaging in a constant argument about which of them is the biggest idiot.



Hart Of The City

Kevin Hart takes viewers into the underground comedy scenes in various cities.

Hollywood Medium With Tyler Henry

Growing up in a small town, Tyler Henry never expected a premonition of his grandmother’s death would
lead to him becoming Hollywood’s go-to medium. Every episode, Tyler uses his abilities as a psychic,
clairvoyant and medical intuitive to deliver messages of closure and love to some of today’s biggest
stars.

Home Town

Home renovation experts Ben and Erin Napier combine their love of small town living and revitalizing
historic houses as they transform homes in Laurel, Mississippi. The couple transform budget-friendly
properties, utilizing Erin's imaginative hand sketches and Ben's custom handiwork, showcasing local
reclaimed materials, to meet the clients' needs.

House Hunters International

For most, the idea of moving to another country is fantastical and unattainable. With so many hurdles,
how do regular people ever make the jump? House Hunters International delivers a unique slice of the
life you’ve always imagined.

Impractical Jokers

Four comedians and lifelong friends compete to embarrass each other in public with outrageous dares.
When Sal, Joe, Q, and Murr challenge each other to do something, they have to do it. If they refuse,
they lose. And in the end, the biggest loser endures a punishment of epic proportions.

Iyanla: Fix My Life

Iyanla Vanzant, author, inspirational speaker and talk show host, goes behind closed doors and deep
inside people's lives for emotional, riveting conversations.

Lip Sync Battle

Lip Sync Battle features celebrities going head to head – lip-syncing the song of their choice – battling
for the coolest bragging rights on the planet. The series is hosted by LL COOL J with colorful
commentary by Chrissy Teigen.

Little Big Shots

Little Big Shots returns for season three with more talented and unique kids from all over the U.S. and
the world. Steve Harvey hosts the feel-good, family-friendly series and goes toe to toe with them in
hilarious conversations and interviews.

Live PD

Live PD follows eight departments from around the country, three hours each night, provide viewers
with access to the world of law enforcement, as well as expert analysis and insight.

Long Lost Family

Hosted by Lisa Joyner and Chris Jacobs, Long Lost Family shares stories from people who’ve endured a
lifetime of separation, and who long to be reunited with family members with whom they share a deep
connection – but who, in many cases, they have never met.



Martha & Snoop's Potluck Dinner Party

Martha & Snoop's Potluck Dinner Party is a weekly series where each will put a personal spin on dishes
for a themed meal. Martha Stewart and Snoop Dogg will invite celebrity friends over for a half-baked
evening of cocktails, cooking, conversation, and fun where nothing is off limits.

Mom vs. Matchmaker

Mom vs. Matchmaker pits sassy matchmaker Carmelia Ray against opinionated mothers to see who can
choose the best suitor for the mother’s millennial. Carmelia and mom find other singles they think the
mom’s child will fall for. Matchmaker and mom plan two perfect dates, but only one will emerge
victorious.

The Mortified Guide

The Mortified Guide is a comedic docu-series where adults share their actual teenage diaries, love
letters, music and art - in front of total strangers. Based on the Mortified podcast and stage show.

MythBusters

MythBusters is back with new hosts, a new home, and all new myths to bust. Longtime fans of the show,
biologist and self-taught builder Brian Louden and fabricator and product designer John Lung live out
their dreams of combining passionate curiosity, scientific ingenuity and explosive experimentation.

Penn & Teller: Fool Us

Penn & Teller: Fool Us celebrates magic and features the legendary duo Penn & Teller. Hosted by Alyson
Hannigan (“How I Met Your Mother,” “Buffy the Vampire Slayer”), each episode features aspiring
magicians performing their best trick to try and fool the world-famous team.

The Profit

The Profit follows serial entrepreneur and investor Marcus Lemonis, who puts his own money on the line
to help save and grow struggling businesses across the country.

Property Brothers

Contractor Jonathan Scott and real estate expert Drew Scott surprise skeptical homebuyers as they
find, purchase and transform extreme fixer-uppers with stunning results. Drew finds them three homes
to choose from, each in need of major renovations, while Jonathan's incredible design plan helps them
see the hidden potential.

Queer Eye

A new Fab Five set out to Atlanta to help the city's straight men refine their wardrobes, grooming, diet,
cultural pursuits, and home décor.

RAW®

Monday Night Raw delivers live, edge-of-your-seat action, larger-than-life characters and unpredictable
drama for three hours every Monday night, 52 weeks a year.



Returning The Favor

Follow host Mike Rowe as he travels the country in search of remarkable people making a difference in
their communities. Returning The Favor gives back to those who pay it forward with humor, heart and
surprise.

Revenge Body With Khloe Kardashian

Revenge Body With Khloe Kardashian follows Khloé Kardashian and her team of fitness, style and beauty
experts as they help struggling participants get individualized help and encouragement to transform
into the person they always dreamed of becoming inside and out.

Sell It Like Serhant

A good salesperson can sell anything, and no one exemplifies this better than Ryan Serhant, who leads
one of the country’s top real estate teams. In this new series, Ryan answers the call of struggling
salespeople across multiple industries who are on the brink of losing their jobs and are desperate for his
expertise.

Shark Tank

The Sharks – tough, self-made tycoons – continue their search to invest in the best businesses that
America has to offer. The Sharks will once again give people from all walks of life the chance to chase
the American dream and potentially secure business deals that could make them millionaires.

Snapped

Snapped has profiled the fascinating cases of women and men accused of murder. Whether the
motivation was revenge against a cheating spouse, or the promise of an insurance payoff, the reasons
are as varied as the individuals themselves. These killers share one thing in common: they all snapped.

The Therapist

Dr. Siri Sat Nam Singh sits down to speak with musicians from the world of rap, rock, pop, dancehall and
EDM to discover what lies beneath their public personas.

Trading Spaces

Two sets of neighbors trade rooms for two days and, with the help of a designer and carpenter,
makeover a room with $2000.

Who Do You Think You Are?

Who Do You Think You Are? follows some of today's most beloved and iconic celebrities as they embark
on personal journeys of self-discovery to trace their family trees.

WWE Mixed Match Challenge

WWE Mixed Match Challenge was a 12-episode, direct-to-digital series. The interactive series featured
12 teams of male and female Superstars competing in a mixed tag team tournament for a $100,000
purse to be awarded to the chosen charity of the winning team.

End of Category



Outstanding Unstructured Reality Program

Alaska: The Last Frontier

Four generations of Kilchers proudly live off the land outside Homer, Alaska. Living off of the resources
that the land provides; no running water, they must hunt, garden, gather, raise and protect livestock,
and rely on their innovation in order to survive Alaska’s uncontrollable elements.

Ball In The Family

Ball In The Family chronicles the journey of controversial patriarch, Lavar Ball, as he grooms his two
youngest sons, Gelo and Melo, to become professional basketball players. With his eldest son, Lonzo,
already a Los Angeles Laker, this series is about family and the pursuit of their American Dream.

Below Deck Mediterranean

Welcoming aboard the first female Captain to the Below Deck franchise, Sandy Yawn will lead the crew
to perfection as she steers the guests to paradise.

Better Late Than Never

Better Late Than Never is back for season two with more fun, comedy and adventure as the globe-
trotting stars — Henry Winkler, William Shatner, George Foreman, Terry Bradshaw and Jeff Dye — set
off on a wildly entertaining journey to Munich, Berlin, Lithuania, Sweden, Barcelona, Madrid and
Morocco.

Black Ink Crew

The docu-series, Black Ink Crew, showcases quality artistry and the diversity of the cast’s backgrounds,
personal lives and other ventures in and out of the shop.

Born This Way

Born This Way provides an intimate look at a diverse group of young men and women with Down
syndrome as they pursue their passions and lifelong dreams, explore friendships, romantic relationships
and work, all while defying society’s expectations.

Braxton Family Values

Tamar’s sisters speak out on her divorce. Toni’s big announcement has the sisters vying for a position.
Traci’s shocking baby news. Towanda takes legal action. Trina’s hot new love life. Miss Evelyn dishes to
the press and secrets are revealed!

Breaking Homicide

Former Rhode Island police Sgt. Derrick Levasseur and forensic psychologist Kris Mohandie answer the
pleas of desperate families and investigate murder cases that have officially gone cold.

Catfish: The TV Show

Nev Schulman and Max Joseph help people who have fallen in love online test the authenticity of their
lovers' identities.



Chrisley Knows Best

Chrisley Knows Best follows the entertaining lives of outspoken patriarch Todd Chrisley and his over-
the-top Southern family. As the kids grow up, they often go their own ways, but no matter what
happens, they know they can always come home, and Todd will make sure they always do.

Coach Snoop

Fueled by his own rough upbringing, Snoop Dogg creates a youth football league to keep at-risk kids off
the street and focused on their goals.

Comic Book Men

KA-POW! Master fanboy Kevin Smith and the charismatic men of Jay and Silent Bob’s Secret Stash are
back for more antics and fun. Join Kevin, Walt, Bryan, Mike, and Ming as they geek out over rare pop
culture memorabilia and welcome new friends to the Red Bank, NJ comic store.

The Cromarties

After 11 years in the NFL, Antonio Cromartie is now a full-time dad. Terricka, his wife, loves having him
home to help raise their five, soon-to-be six, kids, but Antonio raising their children the same way he
would coach a football team may be too much for the whole house!

The Curse Of Oak Island

Brothers Rick and Marty Lagina are taking their historic quest to solve the 222-year old Oak Island
mystery to epic new depths. Doubling down with new technology and heavy machinery, what the
Lagina’s unearth may ultimately answer the centuries-old question: what's really hidden at the bottom
of Oak Island?

Deadliest Catch

Young guns and veterans swarm the grounds to claim their part of a 300-million-dollar-bounty, but the
Bering Sea has other plans. America’s largest tidal surge, a 150-year super moon phenomenon, and
some of the worst winter storms on record conspire to reap an unusual number of injuries and rescues.

Dope

Addicts, dealers and law enforcement officials speak about Baltimore's transformation into "the heroin
capital of America."

Dr. Jeff: Rocky Mountain Vet

Dr. Jeff and his team go to Romania to help with a street dog problem that's out of control and venture
into the mountains to treat a European bison that's suffered a brutal wound. Also, Jeff attempts a
complex surgery to restore a dog's sense of hearing.

Encore!

Kristen Bell reunites the cast of a high school production of "Into the Woods" some 20 years later and
brings them back to their hometown to reconnect and perform that same show one more time.



Expedition Unknown

Explorer Josh Gates seeks answers to the world's most captivating unsolved stories and legends. His
adventures take him around the globe as he seeks the truth behind iconic legends, digging through
historical evidence, facts and myths. Gates' archaeological background and sense of humor generate a
new take on each story.

The First 48

The First 48 is a documentary television series that follows real homicide detectives from the crucial
first 48 hours of a murder investigation through its completion. With access from crime scenes to
interrogations, this series, shapes the challenges of detective work into compelling non-fiction drama.

Flipping Out

House flipper, Jeff Lewis, embarks on the most unpredictable challenge yet – fatherhood. With no
shortage of design work, tight deadlines and outrageous clients, tempers flare and antics commence as
his two very different worlds collide.

Floribama Shore

Panama City Beach is the backdrop for a group of eight young Southerners who decide to spend the
summer avoiding their real life responsibilities in hopes of finding love, a little extra cash and friends
who will become their chosen family.

Girls Incarcerated

At Madison Juvenile Correctional Facility in Indiana, teen girls struggle with conflict and heartbreak as
they try to turn their lives around.

Growing Up Hip Hop

This season, the heirs of hip hop legends are royally tested when the struggle to make it on their own
gets real. And when the ultimate betrayal sparks a brutal confrontation, an empire is brought to its
knees.

Hate Thy Neighbor

With the far-right on the rise around the world, comedian Jamali Maddix goes on a tour to confront
groups spreading hate across the world.

Huang's World

The world's only Human Panda, Eddie Huang, takes us on a hilarious journey exploring race, identity,
multiculturalism, and his irritable bowel syndrome through food.

Intervention

For the first time ever, Intervention centers on communities outside Atlanta, known as the “Heroin
Triangle”. This serialized season follows multiple stories of addicts and their families suffering from our
nation’s opioid crisis, as well as city officials who fight on the front lines to save their community.

Jersey Shore Family Vacation

Jersey Shore Family Vacation chronicles the cast of the original "Jersey Shore" as they reunite to spend
an extended vacation in Miami, taking a break from their day-to-day-semi-adult-lives



Keeping Up With The Kardashians

From embarrassing public backlash to romantic triangles played out in the tabloids, life under a
microscope brings about unique adversity for the Kardashian-Jenner clan; but for a decade, Keeping Up
With The Kardashians viewers have seen that the family’s love and distinct humor helps them find
resolve through extraordinary challenges.

Life Below Zero

Life Below Zero follows six Alaskans as they battle the elements for basic necessities in the state with
the lowest population. Living at the ends of the world's loneliest roads and subsisting off the rugged
landscape, they fight whiteout snowstorms, man-eating carnivores and limited resources through long
and bitter winters.

Love After Lockup

Couples finally reunite after one is released from prison. Once the bars are gone, will their love survive
after lockup on the rocky road to the altar? Will the inmates ditch their mate as they face shocking
“firsts,” fights & family drama? Is it true love or just a con?

The Lowe Files

The Lowe Files follows Rob, Matthew and John Owen, as they investigate unsolved legends and eerie
age-old stories on a family adventure. The Lowe’s are able to conduct deliberate and scientific
investigations on a highly-sophisticated level by meeting with top experts, using high-tech monitoring
equipment and taking in-depth training courses.

Man v. Food

Food lover, actor and restaurant business veteran Casey Webb is ready to taste the nation's most epic
eats. Pursuing gastronomic glory, Webb crisscrosses America to uncover tasty treats and tackle the
country's iconic eating challenges that would make most people run and hide.

Married At First Sight

Married At First Sight is an extreme social experiment where four experts match who they believe are
three perfect couples, based on scientific matchmaking. Six brave souls yearning for a life-long
partnership agree to a provocative proposal: getting legally married the moment they first meet.

Married To Medicine Atlanta

Married To Medicine Atlanta returns with ladies Toya Bush-Harris, Dr. Heavenly Kimes, Dr. Jacqueline
Walters, Quad Webb-Lunceford, Dr. Simone Whitmore, and Mariah Huq, who welcome new cast member
Dr. Contessa Metcalfe.

My 600-lb Life

Equally heartbreaking and inspiring, this series documents the morbidly obese confronting addiction
and past trauma to lose what keeps them from truly living. Labeled as hopeless by the medical
establishment, they're granted a last chance for transformation that may cost them everything, but
each victory proves redemption is always possible.

My House

Jelani gets honest with his father about his homosexuality. Relish, desperate for a win this season,
gears up to walk at The Kiki Ball, and Tati debuts in a new category.



Naked And Afraid

Two strangers, male and female, endure the most primal survival challenge of their lives. Taking on
some of the harshest environments on the planet, they have to work together to survive with no food,
no water and no clothes for 21 days, Naked And Afraid.

Pit Bulls And Parolees

Follow Tia Torres, founder of Villalobos Rescue Center, and her family as they rehabilitate both felons
and ill-reputed pit bulls who come together to rescue one another from their dim pasts, and bring new
meaning to life.

Rebel Without A Crew

To mark the 25th anniversary of “El Mariachi,” Robert Rodriguez chose five aspiring filmmakers to take
on the same challenge: create a feature film with a budget of $7,000 and 14 days to shoot. This twelve-
part series follows the filmmakers as they attempt to shoot their own feature length film.

Released

Released presents autobiographical portraits of formerly incarcerated individuals as they walk out of the
prison doors for the first time and their first 90 days out of prison as each attempt to reconnect with
their loved ones, establish independence and begin the long, hard work of resurrecting their abandoned
lives.

Ride With Norman Reedus

Ride With Norman Reedus follows “The Walking Dead” star and motorcycle enthusiast Norman Reedus
hitting the open road to explore local biker culture and celebrate the best and brightest collectors,
mechanics and craftsmen. Each episode features Reedus and a riding journeying across an unknown
terrain experiencing the culture surrounding them.

The Riveras

The Riveras tackle a whole new set of adult challenges. Chiquis’ relationship with Lorenzo Mendez gets
serious while her sister Jacqie’s marriage hits the rocks. Johnny comes out of the closet this year while
Mikey and Jenicka search for careers and love. Growing up isn't easy but together they're stronger.

RuPaul's Drag Race: Untucked

RuPaul's Drag Race: Untucked is the access-all-areas pass to the drama that you didn't see on the
runway--the backstage bitchiness, the catfights, the struggles, the tears and the secrets. See what
happens behind the scenes when the queens let their tucks breathe... and let their emotions flow.

The Secret Life Of Kids

The Secret Life Of Kids is a comedic social experiment where we watch as kids approach topics such as
love, hate, relationships and lying, all caught on hidden cameras. Experts comment on the hilarious
ways kids navigate everything from the classroom to the playground and all the relationships in
between.

Shade: Queens Of NYC

Shade: Queens Of NYC pushes past the glam, glitz, and lip-syncing to provide an intimate look at New
York City’s drag community. The docu-series examines the unspoken stigmas, taboos and personal
sacrifices that drag performers often face on their journey to stardom—highlighting love, commitment,
community, heartbreak, family, and faith.



Shot In The Dark

A picture is worth a thousand words but a video could be worth cold hard cash, especially for freelancers
who capture footage that they sell to news outlets. Rival freelance stringers scour the streets at night
looking to film crime, fires, accidents, and anything else they can sell.

Siesta Key

Drama is the price you pay for living in paradise!

60 Days In

Season four continues a hard look inside the dangerous world of Atlanta’s Fulton County Jail. Nine
undercover participants experience everything from gang violence to drugs, and sexual activity. This
season builds to an unexpected and explosive climax as one of the participants willingly blows their
cover, putting everyone at risk.

Slutever

Sex writer Karley Sciortino looks up, down, and inside to discover female sexuality, gender, and love.

Somebody Feed Phil

"Everybody Loves Raymond" creator Phil Rosenthal travels the globe to take in the local cuisine and
culture of Bangkok, Lisbon, Mexico City and more.

Teen Mom OG

Teen Mom OG continues tracking the dramatic and emotional stories of Amber, Catelynn, Farrah and
Maci as they cope with the unique challenges of being young parents living in the public eye.

Teyana & Iman

Dive into the busy lives of entertainer Teyana Taylor and professional athlete Iman Shumpert as they
strive to balance their careers, marriage & raising their daughter Junie all while being under the
pressure of the spotlight.

Total Bellas

Total Bellas follows WWE Superstars and twin sisters, Nicole and Brie Bella, along with their significant
others, WWE Superstars, John Cena and Daniel Bryan, as they enter new chapters in their lives, both
personally and professionally, the twins prove to be an undefeatable team inside and outside of the ring.

Total Divas

Total Divas is an inside look at the lives of WWE Superstars.

24x24

24X24 has a refreshingly in-depth, day-in-the life format, that chronicles the 24-hour life cycle of real
women, capturing her habits, her hobbies, her hacks, her personal style, her daily challenges, her little
victories, her intimate relationships, and her professional networks, as presented in the show's 24-
minute timeline.



Undercover High

Highland Park High School is a diverse school with the major issues facing public schools in America.
Administrators, Dr. Tiffany Anderson and Dr. Beryl New, are conducting a social experiment, sending
seven adults back to high school for a semester to observe and report on what teenagers struggle with
today.

United Shades Of America With W. Kamau Bell

This series follows sociopolitical comedian W. Kamau Bell as he explores subcultures across the country,
using comedy to start a conversation about race and how our differences unite and divide us, striving to
show the country is not built upon just one, but many diverse and colorful definitions of America.

Vanderpump Rules

Restaurateur Lisa Vanderpump must keep her staff in check as they deal with divorce, new marriage,
break-ups, bitter feuds and cheating scandals.

Wahlburgers

Wahlburgers is becoming one of the fastest growing restaurant chains, with the brothers striking a deal
to open 300 locations. They bring with it a host of famous faces and new partnerships, while fielding
advice from an N*Sync idol, throwing Alma’s surprise party, and hosting the first Wahlburgers wedding!

Yoga Girls

Yoga Girls focuses on nine dynamic instructors from two different schools of thought as they navigate
conscientious capitalism, and the inevitable clashing of personal lives and professional agendas
pervading the exclusive yoga enclaves of Santa Monica and Venice, CA, both on and off the mat.

The Zimmern List

As one of the world's most well-traveled food explorers, Andrew Zimmern is an expert on all the best
things to eat in a city. In each episode, Zimmern serves as guide to each town he visits, revealing his
personal recommendations on food and places to eat that he most loves.

End of Category



Outstanding Reality-Competition Program

Alone

On this season of Alone, seven family-member pairs struggle to survive the elements on North
Vancouver Island. From the start, each pair is separated, placed miles apart, and left to find one
another. Once they are reunited, the last team standing wins the $500k prize.

The Amazing Race

The Amazing Race is a reality-competition series in which eleven 2-person teams, each with a pre-
existing relationship, race around the world while struggling to avoid elimination and vying to win a
grand prize of one million dollars.

America's Funniest Home Videos

The show that invented the viral video provides viewers with hilarious real-life blunders that fly by at a
dizzying pace. "AFV” continues to be a Sunday-night tradition for millions of families from coast to coast.

America's Got Talent

A weekly talent competition where an array of performers -- from singers and dancers, to comedians
and novelty acts -- vie for a $1 million cash prize.

America's Next Top Model

America's Next Top Model returns to the runway and the BOSS is back! Tyra returns and is ready to take
this season to the next level. The age limit is lifted as this season redefines the definition of beauty.

American Idol

American Idol returned to television with a star-studded season full of talent. Following tough
eliminations by judges and America’s vote, Top 3 contestants Caleb Lee Hutchinson, Maddie Poppe and
Gabby Barrett competed for a chance at the Idol crown with Maddie Poppe stealing America’s heart and
vote.

American Ninja Warrior

This action-packed series follows competitors as they tackle a series of challenging obstacle courses in
both qualifying and city finals across the country. Those who succeed, move on to the finals in Las
Vegas, to face a stunning four-stage course modeled after the famed Mt. Midoriyama course in Japan.

American Ninja Warrior: Ninja Vs. Ninja

Hosted by Matt Iseman and Akbar Gbajabiamila, American Ninja W Warrior: Ninja Vs. Ninja pits teams of
top ninjas from “American Ninja Warrior” against each other in a nail-biting head-to-head competition.
The side-by-side obstacles showcase the ninjas’ agility, athleticism and meticulous skill, and in the end,
there will be one champion.

The Bachelorette

Dallas attorney Rachel Lindsay, takes a recess from the courtroom to start her search for her happily
ever after. This hopeful, down-to-earth woman will attempt to write her own love story when she meets
a record 31 bachelors, who are all eager to win her heart and her final rose.



Beat Bobby Flay

Skilled chefs compete for the opportunity to cook against culinary master Bobby Flay in Beat Bobby
Flay. The action starts with two talented cooks going head-to-head in a culinary battle, and the winner
proceeds to round two for the ultimate food face-off against the famed chef.

Beat Shazam

Beat Shazam pits teams of two against each other as they race the clock to identify the biggest hit
songs of all time. In the end, the team with the most money banked will go against Shazam, the world's
most popular song identification app, for the chance to win $1,000,000.

Big Brother: Celebrity Edition

Celebrity Big Brother is the first celebrity edition of Big Brother and follows a group of celebrities living
together in a house, recording their every move 24 hours a day. Each week, someone will be voted out,
with the last remaining Houseguest receiving a grand prize.

Billion Dollar Buyer

Billion Dollar Buyer introduces promising companies across the country to Tilman Fertitta, Chairman,
CEO, and sole shareholder of Landry's, Inc. Fertitta will spend time with small businesses and assess
their compatibility with Landry's, Inc. In the end, he'll decide whether to place a transformative
purchase order.

Cash Cab

Unwitting passengers enter the Cash Cab expecting a normal taxi journey, only to discover they're
contestants in a game that could earn them a cash prize! Along the way contestants may be joined by
celebrities who will help them answer trivia....but if they get three questions wrong, they're all out!

Celebrity Family Feud

Celebrity Family Feud with host Steve Harvey is the hit primetime game show where celebrities and
their families compete to win money for their favorite charities.

The Challenge: Vendettas

The Challenge: Vendettas In this game, players are out to pursue their personal vendettas, which
means for the first time we will have one winner come out on �top — male or female.

Child Support

Child Support features priceless interactions between Ricky Gervais and a group of 5 kids. Hosted by
Fred Savage, contestants must answer 10 questions to earn the top prize. If they answer incorrectly,
they can to be saved by the 5 kids who have been asked the same question by Gervais.

Chopped

Chopped is a cooking competition show that is all about skill, speed and ingenuity where four up-and-
coming chefs compete before three expert judges and take everyday items and turn them into an
extraordinary three-course-meal. Course by course, the chefs will be chopped from the competition until
only one winner remains.



Dancing With The Stars

A reality dance competition program where professional dancers are paired with celebrities and
challenged to learn and perform new ballroom dances each week. Judges score and viewers vote to
determine who stays and who goes.

Ellen's Game Of Games

Ellen DeGeneres’ hilarious game show takes energetic contestants and puts them through a variety of
games featuring supersized drops, blasts, and spins. After four games, the winners compete on the
biggest game on TV to be the last one standing and go on to play for $100,000.

Face Off: Divide And Conquer

Face Off is a competition/elimination series exploring the world of special-effects make-up artists and
the unlimited imagination that allows them to create amazing works of living art.

Fear Factor

Ludacris is challenging four teams of best friends to conquer their worst hell for a chance to win 50k
dollars.

Food Network Star

Giada De Laurentiis and Bobby Flay host the search to discover the best and brightest new faces in food
television. Thirteen finalists kick off the biggest audition of their lives to find out who has the
personality, charisma and kitchen chops to helm their own Food Network show.

Forged In Fire

Forged In Fire is an original competition series featuring world-class bladesmiths competing to create
history’s most iconic edged weapons. They use sweat, willpower, and fire to turn raw material into
authentic blades, which must survive rigorous tests and the critical assessment of expert judges.

The Four: Battle For Stardom

Four super-talented, fiercely competitive singers, chosen by the show’s panel of music industry experts,
will try to defend coveted spots on stage, as they are challenged individually by new singers determined
to replace them. Each week, if any are outperformed, they’ll go home and their challengers will take
their place.

Genius Junior

Neil Patrick Harris hosts this exciting new game show which celebrates the smartest children in
America. In this competition series, twelve teams of the most incredible children in the country take
part in a tournament of intelligence with the goal of being crowned Genius Junior.

Glam Masters

The series puts beauty influencers through themed challenges allowing them to put their best face
forward to impress host Laverne Cox, celebrity makeup artist Mario Dedivanovic, YouTube makeup
expert Kandee Johnson and co-founder of Milk Makeup and Marie Claire Senior Fashion Editor Zanna
Roberts Rassi.



The Gong Show

Hosted by British comedic legend Tommy Maitland (portrayed by Mike Myers), every episode celebrates
unusually talented and unique performers on a primetime stage. A revolving panel of judges featuring
Hollywood’s hottest stars praise, critique and gong contestants in one of TV’s all-time great variety
shows.

Hell's Kitchen

Hell's Kitchen welcomes the newest batch of determined chefs who will brave Chef Gordon Ramsay’s
fiery command of the kitchen as he puts them through an intense culinary academy. The competitors
face Ramsay’s grueling challenges to prove they possess the right combination of ingredients to win a
life-changing grand prize.

Hollywood Game Night

Hollywood Game Night, hosted by Jane Lynch, returns with celebrities Sterling K. Brown, Chrissy Metz
and Justin Hartley from “This Is Us,” as well as Michael Bolton, NE-YO, Mike Colter, Chris Hardwick,
Margaret Cho, Taye Diggs, RuPaul and more joining in the fun as they face off in hilarious party

$100,000 Pyramid

Hosted by Michael Strahan, The $100,000 Pyramid is the timeless word association game in which two
celebrities and their partners face off in a race against the clock to make it to the winners' circle and
take home $100,000.

Ink Master

Ink Master tests artists on their technical skills and on-the-spot creativity, as they conceive and execute
original tattoos on “human canvases,” vying for a $100,000 prize. Each episode focuses on a different
and distinct style of tattooing; while the artists’ masterpieces will last a lifetime, so will their mistakes.

Iron Chef Gauntlet

Seven chefs face the world’s most feared ingredients while battling each other with skill, strategy and
stamina. In the end, a single chef is left standing to face the ultimate final battle: to beat three
legendary Iron Chefs in an attempt to join the coveted ranks of Iron Chefs.

Keep It Spotless

Teams of kids compete in a series of paint-filled challenges, where they have one goal — to keep their
ultra-white suits clean! After each round a 360-degree scanner will measure just how spotless they are.
The team who stays the cleanest plays a final course where they can win big!

Love Connection

Hosted by Andy Cohen, the one-hour series amps up the original hit dating show for today’s audiences.
Each episode features single men and/or women in search of love, as Cohen brings his personal brand of
audacious fun to the series.

MasterChef Junior

MasterChef Junior gives talented kids between the ages of 8 and 13 the chance to showcase their
culinary abilities and passion for food through a series of delicious challenges until one talented kid is
named America’s newest MasterChef Junior, taking home the MasterChef Junior trophy and $100,000
grand prize.



Match Game

Hosted by Alec Baldwin, Match Game is an hour of bawdy and irreverent fun! Each week, four
contestants vie for the chance to win $25,000, as they attempt to match the answers of six celebrities
in a game of fill-in-the-missing-blank.

Nailed It!

30-minute competition show where amateur bakers face off against professional bakers to see if they
can recreate beautiful baked goods with no experience

Paradise Run

Three teams of two compete for the ultimate vacation by conquering a series of challenges that put
their physical skills, mental agility, and teamwork to the test. It’s a race to the end as the team who
finishes first wins the grand prize!

Project Runway

Hosted by Heidi Klum and Tim Gunn, Project Runway is the ultimate fashion competition series where
one designer will be left standing at the end of the catwalk. Each week, the designers create garments
to wow judges Klum, Zac Posen and Nina Garcia with the help of Mentor Tim Gunn.

RuPaul's Drag Race

RuPaul's Drag Race returns with its 10th season. Each super-sized, 90-minute episode gives fans more
fashion, lip-syncs and drag than ever before.

Showtime At The Apollo

Steve Harvey is joined by Adrienne Houghton as talented performers attempt to find success in front of
the famously critical crowd at the Apollo Theatre.

Snoop Dogg Presents The Joker's Wild

Snoop Dogg, who counted The Joker’s Wild as his favorite game show growing up, hosts this version. Set
in his very own casino, the show includes an oversized slot machine, giant dice and playing cards and
features a variety of new Snoop-a-fied categories and celebrity cameos.

So You Think You Can Dance

This year marked the return to the classic format for this award-winning series, entering its 14th
season. One of the most grueling competitions in the show’s history ended with the championship being
won by Lex Ishimoto.

Survivor

Survivor: Ghost Island brings back advantages from past seasons that were misplayed. Can a new group
of players reverse the curse or will the past come back to haunt them?

To Tell The Truth

Hosted by Anthony Anderson, To Tell The Truth is a re-imagination of the beloved game show of the
same name. In each round, three people, each claiming to have the same incredible achievement, are
presented to four celebrities who take turns deciding who is telling the truth.



Top Chef

The series follows 15 diverse chefs as they battle it out for the coveted title amid Colorado’s breath-
taking landscapes and thriving culinary scenes. Host Padma Lakshmi and head judge Tom Colicchio
return to the judges table, alongside Gail Simmons and Graham Elliot.

Truck Night In America

Truck Night In America makes history with the toughest truck course ever built. Five truck owners
compete in grueling challenges, pushing their trucks to the limit. It culminates with The Green Hell, a 3-
mile course that send trucks off jumps, over mountains of crushed cars and through a snake-infested
swamp.

Ultimate Beastmaster

In this intense obstacle course series, elite athletes from the U.S. and other countries compete for cash
prizes, individual glory and national pride.

Ultimate Expedition

Ultimate Expedition is an adventure competition series that challenges eight people with no outdoors
experience to summit one of the highest peaks in the Peruvian Andes. But it’s not just physical
challenges they must face; each person has a personal mountain to climb before they can reach the top.

The Voice

The Voice invites the strongest vocalists from across the country to compete in this vocal competition.
Superstar coaches Miley Cyrus, Jennifer Hudson, Kelly Clarkson, Alicia Keys, Adam Levine and Blake
Shelton mentor, inspire and nurture a group of talented vocal artists throughout the intense
competition.

The Wall

The Wall is four stories tall, with millions of (very winnable) dollars on the line, but The Wall was built
for one reason: to change people’s lives.

World Of Dance

Led by a judging team of extraordinary dance superstars, World Of Dance gives dancers the platform to
showcase their talents and the opportunity to receive a life-altering grand prize of $1 million.

End of Category


